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Black Ram, P0_Box 258,
DARLINGHUHST, NSW 2010.
Disintegrator! P0 Box 291,
Bondi Junction, Sydney.
Sydney Anarcho-Syndicalists,
Jura Books Collective, 417 King
St., Newtown, NSW 2042
Sydney Libertarians, P0 Box 24,
Barlinghurst, NSW 2010.
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Libertarian Socialist Organisa-
tion, P0 Box 268, Mount Gravatt,
Central 4122.
Self-Management Organisation,
PO Box 552, North Quay.
Victoria
La Trobe’Libertarian Socialists,
C/O SRO, La Trobe University,
Bundoora, Vic. 5085.
Monash Anarchist Society, c/o
Monash University, Clayton,
5168 Melbourne. '
Libertarian Workers for a Self-
Managed Society, P0 Box 20,
Parkville 5052,
South Australia
Adelaide Anarchists, P0 Box 67,
North Adelaide 5006
flestegg Australig
Freedom Collective, P0 Box 14,
Mount Hawthorn 6018.
Tasmania
c7o 54 Kennedy Street,
Launceston 7250.

NEW ZEALAND

P0 Box 2042, Auckland.
P0 Box 22, 607 Christchurch.
Daybreak Bookshop, P0 Box 5424,
Dunedin.

CANADA

Open Road, Box 6155, Station G,
Vancouver, B.C.

U-I SI AU‘

Ari O5 Q3Z .

Malicious Hooligans (anti-nucleargroup), 1110 w. 2nd St.,
Tampe, AZ 85281.'
California
Autonomia, P0 Box 1751,
San Francisco, CA 94101,
Libertarian Anarchist Coffee-
house,Ineets last Sunday every
month at Cafe Commons, 5161 Mis-
sion St., San Francisco.
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Mgnnesgtg
Soil of Liberty, Box 7056,
Powderhorn Station, Minnea-
polis, Minn. 55407.

missssai
Columbia Anarchist League,

SP0 Box 580, Columbia,
Missouri 65201.
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New York
Libertarian Book Club, Box 842
GPO, New York, NY 10012.
SHAF/ Freespace Alternative U,
559 Lafayette Street,
New York City , NY 10012.

Texas
fiéfiéion sane, South Post Oak
Station, P0_BoX 55255,
Houston, TX 770550

WESTERN EUROPE

Fgderal Hepup1lg_Qf Germany
Bgdgg: Karin Bauer, lnfd-Bhro,
Postfach 161, -
717 Schwabisch Hall.
Berlin: Anarkistisches Bund,
(publ. of 'anarkistische teXte')
c/o Gebr. Schmueck, c/o Liber-
tad Verlag, Postfach 155,
1000 Berlin 44. 1
Libertares Forum, Postfach
100755, 1000 Berlin 56.
East Westfalia: Anarchistische
Fdderation Ostwestfalen-Lippe:
Wolfgang Fabisch,c/o Wohnge-
meinschaft Schwarzwurzel,
Wdhrener Str. 156,
4970 Bad Oeynhausen 2.
Hgmbgggz Initiative Freie Ar-
beiter Union (anarcho-syndical-
ists): FAU, Repsoldstrasse 49,
Hochpaterre links,
2000.Hamburg 1.
'Gewa1tfreie Aktion' groups
throughout FRG, associated with
WRI. For info. write Karl-Heinz
Sang, Methfesselstrasse 69,
2000 Hamburg 19.

EZQQPQ A
Federation anarchists francaise,
5 rue Ternaux, 75011 Paris
(groups throughout France).

lielr
Gruppo Hem Day, c/o Giovanni
iTrapani, via A. Tittoni 5,
00155 Roma.
The Nethgrlands
De Vrije Socialist, Postbus 411,
Utrecht.

SCANDINAVIA

Qenmark
Aarhus: Regnbuen Anarkist Bog-
cafe, Meijlgade 48,
8000 Aarhus. -
Qgpeghggggz Anarkist Syndicalist
Bogcafe, Sudiestrade 18,
1455 Copenhagen. A
Rainbow Anarchists of the Free
City of Christiana, c/o Allan
Anarchos, Tinghuset, Fristaden
Christiana, 1407K Copenhagen.
Sweden
Cothenburgi Frihetligt Forum,
Landsvagsgatan 19,
41504 Gdteborg.
Stocklholmi Frihetligt Forum,
and Revolutionara Anarchisters
Organisation.
Both at Box 11075, S-100 61
Stockholm.

ACTS -LONDON E.1

We are three people living together in
North London as a non-nuclear family,
and hoping to bring up children. We
share housework, income, responsi-
bility, love, space, possessions, _
ideals .' (Meat eaters, non- smokers.)
Are you interested in joining us‘?
Jean, David and Richard. ("Phone
(01) 808 9826.
.-_--.._-—__-
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P. Stone of S.E. London (Vegetarzian
Anarchists) leaving country on short
notice.

MIDLANDS ANA'.=_1-CHIS '1‘ FEDERA -
TION CONFERE NCE 19 January 1980
In the Queen's Hall Comin37.i1ii't§r77C'entre
Nottingham, starting 11.00. Food
provided, bookstall, social at night (we
hope). Items ior agenda/workshop
suggestions. requests for directions
and further inforrnation from Notting-
ham Anarchists c/o Mushroom Books,
10 Heathcote St., Nottingham, or
tel. 582506 (day - messages only) or
53587 (evenings). Please notify us in
advance whether accommodation
needed Friday/S aturday, and if child-
care required. There will. be space
for a women's meeting; other suggest-
ions include ‘anarchists and the miti-
nuke movement’ and ‘re-organising’
the M.A.F.
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U S A -
First International Symposium on
Anarchism to be held on Lewis &Cla;rk
College campus February 18-24 1980.
There will be sc"56l§l'y"pEp"é}§I 11""
film series, ‘art exhibition, lectures,
plays, round-table discussions, press
conferences, etc., and exhibition of
international anarchist press in the
library. istendpublications, sugge-st-
ions for program (speakers, films,
plays, etc. which might be included)
to Anarchism Sumposiuzn Committee, 1
L.C. Box 134, Lewis &C1ark College,
Portland, Oregon 97219, U. S. A.
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 § fifég was desparate not to lose her. So he wanted
g _ 3 by his ‘contract to kill‘ testimony (plus

WW w it A testimony similarly accumulated which he'd
" ' offered in two other cases) to show that he

? § f § ' was now a changed man. He admitted he was
é — ‘paranoid’, quickly adding that he was ‘like

90 per cent of the population‘. (A
' frightening example of the hazards of being

remanded in custody to await trial I )

Had John Bindon not stood trial in the
Old Bailey accused_5f murder,
manslaughter and making an affray, the
aspect presented by his two co-accused,
George Galbraith and Raymon Bohm,
would have been peculiar.

The prosecuatlon case was that there
had been two sides involved in the fight
in which John Darke died. Bindon's two
co-accused were, according to the
police, men who had fought against
Bindon on Darke's side. So without
Bindon the police case would have
seemed odd, because the only accused
persons would have been the dead man's
own friends. »

So Bindon was a prop that the
prosecution sorely needed. The
defendai ts were running what is known
as a ‘cut-throat’ defence - that is,
where there is a fundamental conflict of
interest between accused persons.

Consequently the case was rather
weird, with one civilian prosecution
after another saying some things that
went in Bindon's favour and other things
that went against Galbraith and Bohm,
while counsel for the latter two men, in
cross examining, doing what they could
to discredit what had been said in
Bindon's favour.
Not that they could do this very

effectively on many points. It was
patently obvious that Bindon, unarmed,
had been unmercifully attacked after he
had intervened to reason with and
restrain Darke, who was atabbing Roy
Dennis, also unarmed. Strangely, no
motive emerged for Darke's attack on
Roy Dennis, save to say that it was
hinted, without further explanation, that
Darke had had a disagreement with
Dennis ‘s absent brother.
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"YOU‘ LL NEVER CREDIT THIS SAR GE
BUT HE'S BEEN MUGGED BYA NUN"

The prosecution sought to establish that
the fight took place in three distinct
stages:
Sta e one Darke attacks Dennis Bindon
inteervened, unarmed. H9 is Bmbbed in
the aide, from the rear arithjs thrown
across the clubroom.
Stage two.- Bindon lands on the floor,
face down. Darke kneels astride him
stabbing, cutting and taunting him with
a knife, while two of Darke's friends,
Galbraith and Bohm, armed with knives.
keep others at bay to prevent any 7
intervention on Bindon's behalf. At the
same time, Galbraith eggs Darke on.

Lenny Osbourne, (still missing)
managed to grasp the blade of Darke's
knife and Bindon, very badly injured,
manages to get to his feet. t
Stage three. Police say there was now
a clear Efeak in the fight, but Bindon

. got the knife he had tucked in his
boot and made a revenge attack on
Darke, stabbing him at least three
times.
Hence the murder charge.
Bindon did not dispute that, on

slag gering to his feet after Osbourne's
intervention, he had armed himself. He
also agreed that he had stabbed Darke
in the final stages of the fight. But he
denied that there had been a clear ‘stage
three‘ break or that he had then made a
murderous revenge attack.
Even if Darke did withdraw slightly

within the small area of the club-room
(and some prosecution witnesses did not
say this) those that say he did ‘testified that
he was returning to the attack. And all
the prosecution eye -witnesses testifi"é'd' that,
by this time, they were scurrying from the
club as fast as they could, terrified.

The prosecution case was clearly not made
out on the evidence of its own witnesses.
The logic of the prosecution case would

seem to be that Bindon, despite the sheer
violence and hatred with which Darke had
wounded and taunted him should, once on
his feet, have told himself ‘I'll let Darke
finish with me, I won't arm myself, but
will report this matter to the police
afterwards. ‘
There wouldn't have been any afterwards

for Bindon. Even Darke's wife has been
quoted in the press to this effect.
As FREEDOM reported in an earlier issue
(14th July I979), there had been no
suggestion in the statements of witnesses
tendered to Bindon by the prosecution prior
to commitals that he - Bindon - had killed
Darke for a ‘contract’ fee. But that was the
surpriseallegatlon made at the commital
hearing. It was weakly regeated at the Old
Bailey.
It makes the police case against Bindon

seem all the more sinister and malevolent
that they called their very dubious evidence
in this connection when they did.
At committal and trial, the prosecution

called one William Murphy (who was

himself, in July, convicted of knifing a man
to death) to say that, whilst in Brixton on
remand, Bindon had told him during
numerous conversations how he (Bindon)
had been offered E10, 000 to kill Darke;
that Bindon had already received £5, 000
and tlat Bindon's women friend, Vicky
Hodge, would collect the rest.

Murphy further alleged that Lenny
Smithers, part-owner of the club where
the fight occurred, had put up half the
money, while John Twomey (at the time
of committal also remanded in Brixton, on
bank robbery charges) had put up the rest.
This Twomey had done because he had been

informed on by Darke for that very bank ,
robbery. Twomey, within days of Bindon's
committal provided a secret tape recording
to show that he had been fitted up on the bank
robbery charge and he was soon freed.
At the trial, Det. Supt. Michael Huins, a

senior officer in the case, surprisingly
admitted that Twomey had never been
interviewed about the ‘contract’
allegations and further, that although
Smithers had been interviewed, bringing
charges against him in connection with the
‘contract’ had not been considered.
At the committal stage, DS John Ross

(then a Flying Squad officer involved in the
Twomey bank raid case) testified that
Darke had informed on Twomey over the
bank raid and appeared to add credibility
to Murphy's allegation. That is, until
Twomey‘s secret tape emerged. At the Old
Bailey DS Ross made a conspicuous non-
appearence. e

Not apparent from the media trial
coverage, was the fact that if this really
was a genuine ‘contract to kill‘ case why,
in his lengthy opening address, did the
prosecutor refer to this fundamental issue
only very briefly, and with obvious
embarrassment, at the very end of his
address There are some folk who think
that Det. Supt. Michael Muins, because he
superseded Victor Kellaher as head of the
Drug Squad, is straight, but one» wondegs,
after a case like this, what if anything ery
precise, Huin’s ‘straightness‘_can possibly
mean.

Mr Aubrey Myerson QC, defending
Bindon, was very impressive, especially
when cross -questioning Murphy.
Obviously a high point in the trial. Murphy
had had many ‘revealing’ conversations
with Bindon, but never once asked questions,
prompted, or queried a single point.
Although Murphy said he testified because
he was against people being ‘paid’ to kill,
he never felt outraged enough to ever speak
his mind to Bindon. He never told the
police his motive for informing was because
he was against violence or people being paid
to kill. It emerged that having been a l
criminal all his life and being in prison this
time for murdering a male friend of his wife
because he had a paranoid fantasy that they
were having some sort of secret affair, he

'1

As usual, police ‘verbal’ was very much
in evidence. One or two examples were
particularly memorable. Bindon, badly
injured, fled to Ireland immediately after
the fight. He had to get hospital treatment
and days later contacted the other senior
officer in the case, Police Supt. George
Mold (of Angry Brigade fame). Mold went

71/fl/fi/
on the night Of 31812 August, prism-1

officers, members of a hundred-strong
group that forms a London-based Prison’
Department equivalent of the notorious Department enquiry. It is to be an internal

to Ireland where Bindon made an initial
statement, although greviously ill, and
agreed, when he was able, to return
voluntarily rather than be extradited. On
his return Bindon, still very ill, was met
off the boat by Mold‘s men and taken
directly to Fulham Police Station for
immediate interrogation by Mold in the
absence of his solicitor.

Mold, obviously sensitive to Bindon's
grave condition, was probably worried
that to interrogate Bindon in that physical
state might invalidate waht was recorded,
it having been obtained when Bindon was
under a form of duress. So the evidence

interviews start with Mold enquiring of
Bindon how his health is and Bindon
perkily saying both times that he is ‘fine
George, just fine‘.

Mold did admit that Bindon suffered
enormously when he had to climb up to
the first floor of the police station for the
lunch interview, and he admitted that
Bindon was continually coughing up blood
throughout the interview. (How ‘fine’ can
you get?) ,

Hequickly said that this ‘concerned’ him
(Mold) greatly at the time, but would not
agreethat, when asked how he was, Bindon

as given tells us that when Mold questioned had said on both occasions, that he was
Bindon in the morning and after lunch, both feeling very bad, -

/71’
Commons All-Party Penal Affairs Group,
Home Secretary William White law
announced the setting-up of a Prison

Police Special Patrol Group, attacked and I enquiry headed by lVIr Keith Gibson,
injured seventy prisoners in the long-term
(D) wing at Wormwood Scrubs Prison.

Director of the South-East Region of the
Prison Service.

This POA attack force is apparentl Penal reform and civil r‘ hY - ig ts groups, aid
styled in Prison Department parlance especially PROP, with the experience of

The MUFTI Squad“ (Minimum Use of Hull, Parkhurst, Gartree, Albany and other
Force Tacfical Intervention). Press 7 official ‘internal’ prison enquiries behind
reports the next morning emphasized that
it was all over in five minutes.

Of course, it wasn't a five minutes‘
affair at all. The special “MUFTI“ assault
squads had to be mustered from various
London prisons; the Scrubs’ hospital wing
had to be got ready; and later, numerous
heads hadjto be stitched. The latter details
weren't included in the next day's brief
press reports.‘ The Daily Telegraph had the
longest report, at 1200 words. The Home
Office was saying that N2 prisoners had
been injured. It was news management with
a vengeance.
In their idealistic way, the Home Office

wanted matters to stay that way. A d
security clampdown was placed on ‘D’ A
wing. No letters went out for two weeks
and no visits were allowed. This included
legal visits. Civilian ancilliary workers
in the prison itself were also denied
access to ‘D’ wing.
Release received urgent ‘phone calls on

its emergency ‘phone system from
prisoners‘ relatives, as did groups such
as the Howard League and PROP, It
seemed to Release that the clampdown
was more severe than anything it had
ever known. And that remains the
considered view of PROP.

PROP, together with the Prisoner‘
Aid Committee (PAC) and other interest
groups, picketted the Scrubs on Saturdays
and a lot of information has now been
gathered about what happened on the night
of 31st August and subsequently. The
Howard League has also appealed for
information and, in common with PROP
and the other interest groups, at an early
stage called for an official investigation.

On 9th October, in response to
Parliamentary pressure from Robert
Kilroy-Silk, Chairperson of the House of

them, are united in condemning the
‘Gibson Enquiry‘. It is thought that many
prisoners will not cooperate with Ginson
(and they can face disciplinary charges
under prison regulations if their testimony
can be discredited by the prison
authorities).

PROP are calling for a full and open
public enquiry at which there should be a
representative acceptable to the prisoners
themselves. The Howard League, also
dissatisfied, released to the press on
30th October detailed infor matlon they had
received from prisoners’ relatives. They
are also calling for an ‘independent public
enquiry’. A resolution calling for an
independent public enquiry was also passed
on 24th November, at the NCCL conference
on “Too Much Prison‘.

PROP are so disgusted at the turn of
events that in their lengthy and
comprehensive report on the Scrubs
incident * they have published the names,
addresses and ‘phone numbers of the whole
Scrubs‘ Board of Visitors - details of
which are normally kept a close secret.
Anna Coote, in the New Statesman (9th
November) wrote at lenflfi aEut the
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Scrubs affair. She reported that although
the Chairperson of the Scrubs‘ Board of
Visitors was phoned on the night of 31st
August and asked to attend ‘D’ wing as
soon as possible, that person never
journeyed there until Sunday and found
‘nothing seriously amiss’.
Anna Coote also re. /ealed that Mr Gibson,

who is now heading the enquiry had, the
following day, sent a telegram of
congratulation to the contingent of
Wandsworth officers involved in the
attack. Gibson's impartiality is,
therefore, seriously at issue. Gibson
denies that this is the case, claiming that
as the congratulations were signed by his
secretary, his position is in no way
compromised. A further ground of
criticism is that those who wish to give
evidence wi-ll only be able to do so if they
are invited.

The PROP report is comprehensive , but
certain kinds of detailed information _have
been witheld because some inmates are in
the process of iniatlng legal proceedings
against prison staff for criminal assault. ‘
Whereas the Humberside Police

investigated inmates‘ allegations of I
criminal assault following the Hull Riot
and eventually pressed charges, Scotland
Yard have repeatedly refused to '
investigate similar Scrubs allegations,
and have referred the matter back to the
Home Secretary. (By the time you read
this there may have been a solicitor in
the High Court seeking an order that
McNee should follow up the criminal
assault allegations. ) With the Met SPG
having been so far let off the hook over
the murder of Blair Peach, no doubt the
Met in turn felt it owed a favour -
elsewhere over the Sc'rubs allegations.
It is unclear on whose authority the

Scrubs Special Assault Squad actually
acted. There is increasing concern at
the present time about the militant and
unsanctioned actions of Prison Officers
Association (POA) members in numerous

continued on page‘?

* Wormwood'Sci-ubs, Special Report.
25p plus postage from PROP, 21 Atwood
Road, London W6.
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OVER 100 women attended an anarchist
feminist conference in London on the
weekend of '7-9 December. The confer-
ence was organised by women from
Spain, Australia and the USA as well as
‘Britain, with men taking charge of the
creche and helping with refreshments.
The list of pre -arranged workshops
ranged from astrology, meditation and
life drawing to use of video, badge-
making, self-defence and attitudes to
violence, and women in prison.

Among both organisers and particip-
ants there was disagreement on the use-
fulness of a separate meeting at Conway
Hall between women and men on ‘sexism
in the anarchist movement‘, and if any-
one had hoped to keep discussion confined
to that subject they were to be disappoint-
ed. By the end of the evening what
seemed, to me at any rate, to be a cent-
ral question, remained unanswered:
were many anarchist women themselves
helping to reinforce sexism, by taking
little or no part in anarchist, as opposed
to feminist, groups and activities?
In other words, did the anarchist move-
ment actually matter to them?

One woman agreed that she was not
involved in the local anarchist group
because she automatically assumed that
the men should be left to get on with it.
A second said she had never been to an
anarchist meeting because she felt more
confident with other women. A third com-.
plained about the lack of feminist content
in papers like FREEDOM, but was unable
to suggest what these should do when it
was pointed out that many women pref-
erred anyway to work for women's or
exclusively anarca -feminist papers and
newsletters.

How should we break out of this vicious
circle? Is a future possible in which the
anarchist movement in this country is
split in two along sexist lines, with
women claiming to be the only true an-
archists and men accusing them of intro-
s,pection?

Perhaps others will think this a more
suitable question for the feminist astrol-
ogy class. At any rate, the actual dis-
cussion did not deal with it but drifted
chaotically around sexism in general.
Much of it got bogged down in a hopeless
sort of exchange between one group of
men and another, caused by one or two
men resenting the fact that members of
a Men Against Sexism group spoke in
soft tones with middle class accents, and
had been to university. (One ended by
shouting several times over that every-
thing had been FUCKING BORING).

All this-was sad because a desire to
learn something from the meeting was
shown by the large turnout. In my view
it could have got somewhere had the org-

anisers tried to put someform and struct
ure into it. To many anarchists this
see ms so inimical an idea that they must
break instead into half a dozen or so
small groups, mostly consisting (as was
pointed out at the time) of their own
friends or other like-minded comrades
- a move which completely defeats the
possibility of substantive debate. A

The same ‘tyranny of structurelessness‘
criticism can also be made of the main
part of the conference, which was held
in the great, gloomy halls of the Centro
Iberico in Harrow Road.- There were too t
many different topics to choose from,
thus too many groups meeting at once
(not to mention little truants from the ~'
creche). Noise ruined concentration,
and again people began to split into sub-
groups, which made things yet more
difficult. ‘

Another disadvantage was that there
was scarcely any time for plenary sess-
ions, where women who had come to an
anarchist meeting for the first time
could find out more about anarchism it-
self before the workshops started. The
last workshop of the conference, ‘A narca-
feminism: Where do we go from here? '
could have been split into two parts,
with the first session on the first morn-
ing. For instance, there could then have
been a general discussion on the differ-
ences between revolutionary, radical,
socialist and anarchist feminism; this
could have helped to clarify ideas before
the participants embarked on specific
topics. A

rVery possibly the number of work-
shops stemmed from the fact that this
was the first conference for such a long
time. Inevitably then the most valuable
part of the meeting consisted of estab-
lishme nt of contact between people gath-

ered together from all parts of the coun-
try. There were also women from Spain,
including the Catalan poet, Marta Pes-
alrrodona, and a member of Women
Against Imperialism, who talked about
the women's movements in Northern
Ireland and the Irish Republic, and in
particular about women in Ar magh prison.

This was an informative and, naturally
enough, provocative session. Women
Against Imperialism are calling on all
feminists, including anarchists, to "build
a campaign around political prisoners in
Ar magh Gaol“, fighting for political
status. This raises the immediate diffic-
ulty for anarchists of supporting a cam-
paign which would lead to a greater hier-
archy among prisoners rather than de-
manding better conditions for a_l_l prison-
ers, as well as questioning the grounds of
their imprisonment in the first place.

Another point is that of women support-
ing the IRA at all, and parallels were
made with the bolsheviks of Soviet
Russia and Islamic revolutionaries of
Iran.

I have referred mainly, and deliberate-
ly, to whatl saw as weaknesses of the
conference. Being, however, one and
indivisible, I was not able to attend all
workshops, some of which were undoubt-
edly of. interest -and practical help. Nor
have I mentioned the music, dancing and
feminist films. There was a general
fee ling that the conference should be
followed shortly by another, probably
outside London, and probably to develop
more fully some of the themes that
arose. This was an encouraging sign of
the weekend's success as a catalyst, and
the organisers are to be thanked for the
work and effort they put into it.

GAIA
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My memory of meetings is appallingly

bad - and even if it were not, I'm sure
that my account of the evening session
of the Anarcha -Fe minist conference
would be so biased as to be positively
misleading for those who didn't attend
and insulting for those whose views I
chose to recount.
However, Iwould like to comment on a

contribution made at the meeting which
I believe was important. One woman ( I
think one of the facilitators/organizers)
pointed out that she (and, by implication,
other women) found it difficult to involve
herself in the production of a/an anarchist

magazine. The impression I received
(not necessarily the one given out) was
that of helplessness in that,whilst the
problem was clearly outlined, no attempt
(or request) was made to "solve it.
Helplessness is something I would wish

on; my enemies, but not on anyone who
supports (or at least, does not actively
oppose) anarchistideas. It is a truly
pessimistic condition in that it implies
an individual who is powerless to act,
being enslaved or determined by forces
‘beyond his or her control‘.
But need helplessness be permanent’!

The answer, if we are to be optimistic

f,-.
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(and surely we must be optimists
otherwise what would be the point of doing
anything?), is no - for, as you may have
anticipated, an antidote exists in the form
of action. Now I know this is easier said
than done - but I would like to suggest to
those who restrict themselves to
analyzing problems, that involvement in
their solution is ultimately more
satisfying (andfof course, more
productive for the cause in which we all
believe). Specifically, I know that people
producing magazines are always grateful
fofisupport (e. g. Freedom) and those who
donot are not worth supporting. The
message then is clear - get involved and
solve helplessness I J’.

Eric Io|0n"_f believe, 5u,p¢_ an
tn/ou‘re doing child ‘-°“ “"41
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THERE was a feeling, it seemed in some
quarters, that we would have been by
now in the grips of another miners‘
strike. Those who looked to the miners
to start the big fight with the Tory gov-
ernment must be very disappointed that
there has been a rejection of the offer
from the union to take us all out for a
strike or something - it was never made
clear what would happen - for a wage

they have a sizeable reserve on stock.
After the '74 strike it took nearly a year

to regain the money lost in the strike.
This time it would have been a longer
strike and not that many wanted to go
through that again.

The productivity scheme has been
getting people in my area , North Notting-
hamshire, a good lump in their pay pack-
ets. On the strength of this many people

settlement that not many people believed have taken on more commitments such ,
was attainable.

What we have seen in this acceptance
of the National Coal Board's offer is
really a bit of sense. I was in favour of
the strike but realised that there was

as HP and mortgages. It is a fact that if
you're getting enough then you don't see
much point in trying for much more. To
go on strike you have to be sure, or
fairly sure, of winning and also not have

not much chance of having one or winning P much to lose in that things have got so
it. =

After the last strike in 1974 an agree-
me nt with the Central Electricity Board
was reached that they would no longer a
pay for coal when it was delivered but -
when they used it. So now the GBhas ,
tons of coal stockpiled atits power
stations. This means that any Strike
would take weeks to have an effect, as

bad unless you do something they can
only get worse.

So we have settled on 20uper cent and
whatever else can be can be gained this t
year. Of course next year may be differ-
erent if inflation keeps going.

What it does show is that despite pop-
ular mythology miners don't go on strike
at"the_ drop of a pit helmet, they will go
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when they think there's a good chance of
winning. Meanwhile the little strikes that
happen every week will go on, threats of
closure will be ritually reacted over and
then forgotten as another pit is shut.
Joe Gormley, with one eye on his coming
peerage and the other on his wallet, will
carry on ‘leading’ us until he is replaced
by the dreaded Arthur Scargill who, if
past records of ‘militants’ becoming
leaders is anything tolgo on, will do
little but huff and puff. Sir Derek Ezra,
the chair man of the NCB, will continue
his search for the robotic miner who
won't strike. Slowly the areas that rely
on the mining industry will decline again
and maybe next year we'll be out to bring
down the government, to replace them
with the Labour party and then settle back
to let the whole corrupt business carry
on with ‘our’ people at the helm. Perhaps
pelplple will wake up, It's to be hoped they
w .

- ‘ CLEM TURFF

THE trial of five Sussex University
students for ‘criminal damage‘ at Bright-
on Magistrates Court has just ended.
They were accused of inciting and caus-
ing criminal. damage to two doors oi’ .
univeristy buildings during the ca:npa'"gn I
against disciplinary preliminary science
exams last term. A door was unhinged A

sarid a glass door smashed during attempt
to disrupt re-sits of these exams for '
those who had originally boycotted; the
disruptions were guaranteed by the
Students Union in the event of re- sits.
One of the defendants was acquitted.
The other four, all members of the Lib-
ertarian Socialist Group, were found
guilty and two were fined £300. The
other two were fined £250 plus costs.
The ‘evidence’ relied on police descript-
ions made up after the arrests, and
vague statements about incitement.
Several science faculty and postgrad-
uates spoke for the prosecution, several
undergraduates and one faculty member

for the defence. The university manage-
ment fully supported the prosecutions.

Two of those convicted, including ex-
union president Richard Flint, face the
Appeal Board against expulsion, a pro--
ce ss held up by the trials on the grounds
of evidence being sub judice. Their are
facing expulsion for ‘disrupting exams‘.
A petition is to be sent to the vice chan-
cellor, signed by a minimum of 100
students, stating that they participated
in the examdisruptions, based on their
acceptance of the union mandate. This

W1‘ should have the effect of making the
di$°iP1il1R1‘Y procedure unworkable and
showing clearly the management‘s’vi¢t-
imisation.

Apparently the management believed
that by victim ising activists they would
give an example‘ to the others, and

frighten us away from dissent, and any
belief _1n our union as a collective force.
The, L1b€1‘t&.‘.‘18.?1 Socialists, other ‘far
15:“ SPOUPS Bi-Id many unaligned students
elm to Stop the expulsions, build a
St1‘°I1€*9-I-1t.0:_101nous union, and continue
0111‘ OppOS1t10i'l t0 'SiIti1'1g ()1_]_t' 3339 35-
ments at the =_m1v_-_.;;-51ty_

‘We need much more money for public-
it)? etc. and especially to pay the fines,
Please send donations and letters of
Support to: Sussex 5 Defence Fund,
c /o Students Union, Falmer House.
University of Sussex, Bright,Qn_ A130
contact ‘Libeflarian Socialist Group,
c /0 Students Union.

. DAVE MUNDY
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AS we go to press (Monday, 1'7 December) In the distant convolutions of some
the jury in the Persons Unknown cons-
piracy case has retired to consider
their verdict. All we know at this stage
is that judge Alan King-Hamilton direct-
ed that Trevor Dawton should be acquitt-
ed of the conspiracy charge. As Vince
Stevenson's case is so closely linked
with Trevor ‘s, his counsel intervened to
say that the judge should also direct
acquittal for him, at which King-Hamil-
ton replied, "That's up to the jury".
Later in the day, we hear, the jury
asked for a number of exhibits, includ-
ing the Enc clo edia Britannica definit-
ion of anarchism and The Anarchist
Cookbook .

Our corresgndent writes:

the weekend. His Lordship began in
great form with a vindication of jury
vetting, understandably oblivious to the
Attorney General‘s vague and silly guar-
antee of 10 December that “There will
be no further jury vetting, if it should
prove necessary, except under my direct
approval“

He also did well to remind everyone
that this was not a political trial. His
reasoning was subtly based on the entry
in the Enc clopaedia Britannica (Kropot-
kin's) explaining Eat the word anarchy
was derived from the Greek word mean-
ing ‘without a ruler‘. This meant tl'at
"if there was no ruler a state of lawless-
ness could result" and, as we all know,
“That is the very opposite of politics,
because Qlitics IS the art and science
of governments’!

It must, however, be admitted that,
with utmost respect to the Learned Judge,
his directions were not always simple to
follow. For instance, it was not clear
why, if anarchists were the non-political
animals he described, he should take
such pains to explain that “It is one of
the principles of the British constitution
that anyone may hold any political view
he chooses, however extreme, subject
only to the laws of libel, slander and
sedition".

It was also unclear why, if they were
non political, he supported the prosecut-
ion theory, of which political motive was
an integral part, and much resorted to
for effect, or why, in particular, he was
so asc nated by the contents of The Anar
chist Cookbook that he proceeded to
interpret from it at some length.

The presumable purpose was to show
how some anarchists were indeed violent,
as opposed to others who were not. In his
own words, "Some of them are violent.
The crown does not have to prove motive,
but in this trial it is alleged that the de-
fendants did have a militant anarchist
motive to attack some establishments by
force";

The judge is summing up has bridged

juror ‘s brain, perhaps Ronan‘s quiet
voice echoed: "What persons in their
right mind would want to cause an explos-
ion at an atomic power station? “ And
(to WOrsley‘s rejoinder - "A person who
believes strongly that authority is evil
. . . may get carried away in a moment of
extravagance , especially when they're
young " ) "I would hardly want to do
away with nuclear power by causing a
nuclear explosion . . . "

But if this were the case, the juror
was almost certainly reassured by His prosecutor, the Crown, has been secretly
Lordship‘s insistence that the trial was

Qpolitical, and anarchist politics were,
in fact, a contradiction in terms.
It followed that both political views and
political motives (or at least, self-
proclaimed political views) were a com-
plete irrelevance to the case.

And yet . . . . . One gets the feeling,
doesn't one, of beginning to turn in cir-
cles. Does a faint recollection of ‘terr-
orist cells‘ not linger in the public mind,
a faint aroma of sodium chlorate in the
nostrils?

And what about the rumour that the

converted to anarchism ?

6%//MRof/W/AZ’
OUR regular TV review feature would,
this week, have contained a discussion
in depth of an issue of historic import-
ance to all revolutionaries.

BBC2 (where else ?) on Monday, 1'7
December, broadcast a programme in its
‘Reputation‘ series, on Ieon Trotsky,
announced as a ‘Co-Founder‘ of the
Russian Revolution. -

Unfortunately, Monday evening is the
time when we have to prepare FREEDOM
for our printers. So we missed Professor
Alec Nove assessing one of the century's
leading political influences. We also
missed the contribution from E.H. Carr
and 'I‘rotsky‘s grandson (whoever he may
be).

1

..,~,_g.,______,_ _.. .__.. . ._ ..
-"7 '- .-.4--1--p

So will some comrade please write in
and tell us if the programme told the
world about Trotsky‘s part in the bet-
rayal of Makhno, after his victory over
the White Guardists and the German
interveitionists in Ukraine - including
Denikin.

And tell us also - did they mention
Kronstadt And did they mention 'I‘rotsky's
approval of the Brest-Litovsk pact with
the Germans?

Just for the record . . . we ‘d like to
know. Just to be able to assess in acc-
ordance with the correct political analy-
sis the stature of one of the century's
leading political influences and co-found-
er of the Russian Revolution . . . .
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WE have come to the end of another year.
Comrades may have noticed that the
renewal notice for the coming year which
they've usually received before now
have not been enclosed in a recent FREE-
DOM. We have delibe rated about the
subscriptions for 19 80. When the post-
agei! increased in August we hoped to be
able to absorb the cost, even though (for
the first time) overseas surface ma?l
postage is higher than that for inland and
despite the fact that the exchange for
dollar subscriptions has for some time
brought in less than the sterling sub-
scription rate. But, with the Post Office
set on raising postage again in the new
year, we have decided this would get us
into real difficulties and we would not be
able to go through the yea: without having
to ask subscribers to make up the differ-
ence.

rm
So for 1980 the rates are:

Inland and surface mail Overseas,
sterling £7.
USA . . . . . . . . . . . $15. 00
Canada . . . . . . . . C$18. 00
A irmail USA US $20. 00
Airmail Canada C$22. 50
Airmail Europe £3. 00
Airmail Australasia E9. 50

9.A_.__P5..1il?§§.Q .91‘!
HOWEVER, we have subscribers who
have been loyal readers andsupporters
for years, now living on retirement
pension, who will find this. a largish bite
out of it. t

So, for these subscribe rs we are
making a spe-::ia.'. rate of {Q R wean,

[I/W01’/f?/Ill-7%‘//A75!/lb?
There have been various difficulties

during this year, as you will have
noticed with the late arrival of
several issues and, in fact, plain
inability to keep to the regular
fortnightly 16-page issue. We regret
this slipping from FREEDOM's long
record of dropping onto the door mat
punctually and regularly as long as the
Post Office was functioning punctually
and regularly. > _

There is one underlying and
overbearing cause of this - namely -
our reliance on one IBM electric
typewriter. Of the three IBM electric
typewriters which we have in our office
only one works regularly - this means A
that only one person can type at a time
- placing a heavy burden on our most
experienced typists. ,

So, the appeal is a simple (and non-
financial ) one - if any reader knows
anything about repairing IBM electric
typewriters, could he or she please
consider coming to Freedom either
Monday or Thursday evenings when
they can speak to the typists and get
first-hand accounts of the problems. i

.-Once‘ all our three typewriters are
fully Operational, we will obviously be
in a better position to print more, more
regularly. SO, if there are any typists
reading this - please don't be put off
from volunteering your services merely
because of our ‘temporary breakdown‘
(perhaps E3 know someone who can
repair IBM typewriters? ). Come along
- you're always welcome.
Next year we ‘d like to print the type

of anarchist paper that is so plainly
needed at this time and which, the
steady stream of new enquiries shows,
is also wanted. More regular production
will involve an editorial group that has
time to think, plan, write and to seek
material from relevant sources on
important and immediate issues. So
please, if you can help with our ,
technical problems or, can type - get in
touch.

Looking forward to a year in which we
- subscribers, distributors, readers -
and helpers - can get the anarchist
analysis and alternative to the growing
number of sensible and sceptical
people who are looking for an
alternative to_the present dreary mess.
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establishments. Close observers of the
prison scenetrecall that the POA called
.for the reinstatement of those POA
mew" hers who. were convicted of _Hull
T‘-i2§.¢riI1?i!e!;a§eei11*.<=haraes- There is
a very real possibility of a full-scale
mutiny of POA staff. This was an issue
raised by Teddy Thomas, a recognised
and respected authority on penal affairs,
at the Howardlleague ‘s four -day
conference 'on*‘The Role of the Prison
Officer in the 1980's‘, held at York
University in October.
The conference heard of the refusal" of

POA members at Wakefield Prison ( a
POA training schoolestablishment) to
allow two women (a probation officer and
the prisOn's psychologist) to have keys,
despite orders to the contrary from the
Prison Department and the Prison y
Governor. And the conference heard from
a member of the Board of Visitors of one
establishment about the Hostility shown
towards him simply because he has carried
out his BOV supervisory functions
properly. This critic, according toThe
Times , has since been completely defied
a-céess to the establishment by the POA.
Far from being all over in five minutes,
the problem of mutinous and riotous
prison officers is getting worse.

A/5%’/'7'fir/a//£440‘24¢-7
THE farmworkers' union has instructed
all its members in forestry to refuse to
use the herbicide 245-T, which contains
dioxin.

Dioxin has been banned in Kmerica
after being linked with miscarriages (it
was used as a defoliant in Vietram) and
there is _9h'°I1S Suspicion that recent
gvneilzplained miscarriages in North
fla s and the mysterious death of a

ock of sheep in Somerset were both
due to recent spra ‘n f bwith 245_T. Y1 S 0 near y fields

The Forestry Commission has rejected
a call to ban the herbicide spra f '13
Plantations - but the union has tgilgegnq 1 A
unilateralactlon. I

my»A’//A/me... .
A Reutérreport says that ‘Second Class‘
signs on taxis driven by blacks in Jo-
hannesburg will be abolished early next
year. The Licence Office has been under
pressure from civic groups to abolish a
by-law under which black taxi drivers T
must stencil the signs on their vehicles.

We understand that it is only a rumour
tllflt William Whitelaw has put in 3. bid
for the stencils, intending to set up a
business maklng_T-shirts for women
seeking foreign husbands.
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In this article Alan Albon criticises what is perhaps a fatal
lack of interest in the land among modern, overwhelmingly effects oi rural depopulafiion. He wrote:-
city-based revolutionary moveznents. His solution is to - _,
counter agribusiness with a return to peasant values. This is "The eeheehtrefieh Of P09111350" in ewes fed bl? the exhatletive
not one which all anarchists would necessarily agree with, elllfivefieh ef large Bile-1‘ee1Y Pepllleted ereee. Peelllte in 3
and we would welcome more debate - the hotter the better: - LITERAL DRAINING inte the See ef the elements of fertility
on the whole question of what we should do with our land. . . . In a great part of the United States we are steadily exhaust-

— "" _ ing our lands".
EDITORS _ The following propositions have to be considered:-
 _ 1. That agriculture is the ONLY, and I repeat ONLY, human

activity that is capable of producing wealth continually and
that, moreover, has the capacity to increase its basic capital. .

IT. IS significant that this paper, in common with many othe rs, a (This has nethihg te d°' with eteeke and eheree 9 mehey ene
devotes so little space to the cruc ial question of agriculture. ether nonsensesh _M_°de1'" agfihueinees deee net eeme ihte
This is not surprising in a country where the peasantry is this °_ebe€°1'Yv as It 19 mere ekm t° mining than 11° the heeiealmost mm existent However, there is a {amt Stirring of blologlcal processes from whlch the arts of arable and animal
interest confined ill practice to those who can afford to pay husbandry are de-ri"ed-, ..
the outrageous price oi land, or those engaged in the city
farms movement that was preceded by the street farnle rs.
Apart from Kropotkin the only person in the post industrial

corned with the price of land, he was also concernedabout the

2. That the so-called computer and micro-chip revolution
will only accentuate the problems that face urban men and
women. They will produce quantities of refridgerators with

era who was concerned ahout land tenure and use was Henry nothing to put in them, minions of meter care for e peh.e1_1eee
George, who Dredueed e lend texetieh Scheme de Signed te . , world, cookers without fuel or food and the myriad trivia daily
prevent land speculation. Personally I do not think that tinke r- gel-eed and diegerged by people in the emee_ In addition they
ins with the texetien er mehetery eyetem will eerreet the ere-es will add to a society already hooked on to a one way media
imbalance of human society in relation to its most important system, producing human vegetables, nihilistic protesters or
resource For all this Henry Geor e hacl some important fodder for the psychiatric hueihees_ I. . -- g a. -
insights. He observed in his book Progress and Poverty that
poverty accompanied conltne rcial'p'f5'g'i"e's§*:i.~'it:l*tT1-5§F*thTe"price A_ RICUI-‘TUBAL REALITIES
oi land went up with an expanding population, and that those Getting away from the fahmsy worm of finance, money’
who benefited were not the members oi the comm-.l:lity from accountants and the twisted values that these fantasies impose
whence the increased value cane. Today pension funds and ' upon ag-1-i¢u11;u;-9, as on most Omar human activity, 191; 113 1001; .
111911?"-1‘1ee e°t11P°-‘lies are Philhlg tel) Prieee I01‘ Peel‘ 19-ed. at the tasteless carcases that hang in the supermarkets and
eehtrihuthlg to the higher eest 0! living in the iTI1P°1"19-‘It efeee the irrigation boosted bags of water that adorn the greengrocere
of feed and h°11e1h€- The PRICE beers he Pele‘-1°11 he the shops, and see what the real economics of the situation are as
VALUE in terme ef feed Pre<h1etieh- Geerse P1‘eP° Se-=1 te leave, opposed to those foisted on 118 by the so-called schools of
the land with its existing owners and use taxation to remove A L ecOn0m1cg_
T-he Blleetllliive element This lehvee the Whele title etieh of Agribusiness depends almost entirely on depleting resources
°Whe1‘$hiP and e°t1t1‘°1 ulldiehlrhei George Wee hot Only eeh-' and not on human resources, of which there is an abundant
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supply. The US department of agriculture has calculated that it
takes five calories of energy for US agribusiness to produce
one calory of food. This is not the end of it, for it takes a
further 20 calories of energy to process and deliver a doubtful
product to the shops. Peasant farming uses solar energy,_ and
disposes of only one calcry of energy to deliver five calories
of food, and in some places many more. Yet in agriculture
(and transport) the juggernaut continues on its blind path, _
determined to get rid of the peasants who are left - if not in
quite the same ruthless way as Stalin, and early industrial
England, then just as effectively nonetheless, by behaving as
if all resources were still limitless. Nuclear energy will
create more problems than it solves, for energy is only half
the equation. Materials are the other.

Hierarchical society, from its urban power base, has always
sucked into itself human and material resources that have ult-
imately impoverished the source of that power and wealth and
led to ultimate decay. Modern industrial society, with its dis-
covery of coal, oil and electrical and nuclear power, has added
a new dimension tothe speed at which vital biological resources
are consumed. Yet in this count:ry last year more food was E
consumed than produced.

At the end of a long life with about 150 inventions to his p .
credit, Thomas Edison, on being honoured, observed "that
while he should be pleased at the acclaim said that his pleasure
was tinged with sadness as he saw his grandchildren and won-
dered whether they would be so pleased with science. Taking
the example of problems of balance he had with dynamoes,
he said that unless science was balanced with humanity it
could prove a curse to humanity". He saw the way things
were going then. '
TECHNOLOGY

It is said that technology is neutral. I do not believe this. p
The technology of a hierarchical, exploitative society reflects
hierarchy and exploitation, and of all human activities this is
the rpest true of agriculture. Whichever way y<>:d1<><>}< elélgd
industrial agriculture is an expenelve We)’ ef ;'lf1*1“gfi°
in terms of energy use, eapllel equipment» S01 e _ aus °" _
and pollution hazards, and the cost grows all the lII}:'I‘l6. Yefi in
spite of enormous inputs, yields Of Staple eefeals ave “°

eatly increased. It could be said that the yield of the average
ghily cowhas risen enormously. On the face of it this seems
true, but when one really goes into the economics of such t

oductlon the fallacy is obvious. A gallon of milk now cos _s
fiuch more to produce because a much larger area Of lend 15
required to produce it; much more energy is used tpspgfguee
it, and veterinary costs are h1ghe1‘- Grezlflg emme _ craaseProducer? 9‘ we inn s:;:.. ;..their real preauehvity by ral-sins the_fe1‘ 1 Y ° _ d _
grass and careful selection of the animals successful in oing
this .

leticIn Farmers Weekl of 23 November lt)'79 there was an ar _d
linking menessi'n cattle to modern dtez-11l1)‘g1iI;:9-l(?)lI(‘)in5_;1;tn:;75Lsa;"a1
that most cases of lameness had a me _ . 8; _n

n more prevalent with more intensive dairy arml E;
gl‘-rhqw rd intensive is misused, for while many more animals
areskggt in a certain area the animals are fed on extensivelyirzal. . ’ - th 'wvdueed se -e it “i“iE°i§;.?' ‘;"-*:...i:ii;
costs of rearing dairy eetfle ee hlghbgte "to lg £3 more lact_
same issue Suggests that It may be- r g article alsotions and for lower, less costly Yle1de- The same
a i ts out that groups of cows above 20 produce stress symp-po n s 't eems that the old 20 cow per person idea was "°t
toms. bid sne It is well known that the most productive Unit
such all in l:nd ‘use terms is the allotment and the house cowof Ian - 1 ducertoo is nearly always a phenomena pro .
A NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR A NEW AGE ”i

The field is wide open for the development of new technolog-. ldtr my of
feed P1'°b1em has long been apmren Th Gree Revolution .
aid was given in unuseable machinery. f the sets and produced
required inputs far beyond %1et°I:‘=-:21“ sweet: g_r0w_ The‘
1"‘°° that “’°'““p°'1atab1e an pa f the militarys were to produce cash crops to De? °1‘
l-lrafigilifii of the rulers instead of to create a drive for self-
sufficiency and real independence.

am, use
 ‘fi\*a? gr’

fit mm“

Alan at work

It is not impossible for an urban based society to have the
backing of a productive small holding peasantry. In Japan _
there are such small farmers and the surplus rice production
is a headache to the government, although there are many
hungry mouths in South East Asia. But the main point is that
the same techniques are applicable in this island too. From
eastern Russia to southern Europe the peasant plot is still the
most efficient in'terms of energy and land use, though these
two items are becoming the scarcest resources. Although our
biggest asset, people power, is unused, all the odds are
in favour of agribusiness, stacked by the finance houses and
big business. However, with irreversible logic nature takes a
hand. _

There are techniques whereby the soil can be cultivated in
suitable situations without inverting structure; there are
ways of dealing with sewage so that it is a valuable asset, and
there are ways to increase the organic content of the soil. The
present food production and distribution industry is a vast
swindle, in which meat is boosted with hor mones to increase
body weight (i.e. water). The same applies to_vegetables and
fruit, through expensive and unneccessary irrigation which,
together with fertilisers, destroys the soil structure. Mach-
ines that damage a third of the crop and leave a third onrthe
field. Machines that are so heavy that they destroy the soil
structure and require more machines to break up the subsoil.

If our cities are not to become hungry desolate areas in tn;
middle of a desolate countryside, then some balance bee be
achieved between them. Our ancestors did not leave the count
ryside of their own free will but were forced to do so by the
new ruling class who saw power and riches undreamed of in
the new industrial slums that were our cities. Here not only
the adults but also the children were pressed into service in X
conditions that not even the serfs would have_tolerated. _
Hierarchical social systems, and the eepitaiistsystgm
particular, have always existed on asset stripping. n
West, through the introduction of consumerism, some sort
of partnership with the working class was achieved and the
process was accelerated by which the capital assets of the
whole of humanity have been stripped. Now, the positive 0°"-
servatlsm of the peasants with their instinct to perserve the
land, must be united with the wider and non-parochial know-
ledge that the planet embraces all humanity, and must be
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‘A SPECTRE is haunting Europe. the spectre of Communism’
So begins, as everyone knows - perhaps Mrs. Thatcher -
the famous Manifesto of 1848. She might possibly be different
in that slight degree from her predecessor, the former ‘Soci-
alist’ prinie minister, Sir Harold Wilson, who continually
boasts that he has never read Marx. Quite clearly the spectre
is no longer what it was. It has ceased to becon with its magic
wand the hopeful and the starry-eyed towards the effulgent light
of that glorious future, dawn when the gates of the fruitful and
honeyed land of Socialism will open wide and we, with quicken-
ing pulse and love in our hearts will, hand in hand, all enter
joyfully therein. It is, sadly, no longer a vision to stimulate
the imagination. It has become petrified, rigid and immovable;
a sculpted monument that stands upon a bloodstained sacrifi-
cial sarcophagus where lies entombed that beautiful singing
bird that embodied all the dreams of ye ster year. And,
carved upon its artificially marbled panels, beneath the effigy,
in letters of gold are the words: Economy. Production. Wor-
kers of the World—Work On!

‘My name is Ozymandias, ' wrote Shelley, ‘King of kings.
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair! Nothing beside
remains. Round the decay of that colossal wreck, boundless
and bare, the lone and level sands stretch far away. '

Another spectre, however, a rather shabby and degenerate
apparition still haunts Mrs. Thatcher aid her ilk. They need
it. They are looking, through their wishful gloom, in a differ-
ent direction. It frightens them. But, like all good sado-maso-
chists, they are me smerised and attracted towards it and wal-
low perve rtedly in its fascination. What they see is not what
is in front of their eyes but rather what their jangled synapses
have conjured up behind them. And from this cerebral ferment
the re exudes a daily flood of mythological. sewage which splat-
ters the spectacles of the subservient and frustrates and dis-
torts their vision.

And how do the workers fare in allof this? I-low do we strug-
gle out of the mud, wipe the muck from our eyes, recognise
the treadmill that we work upon and begin to think of a way to
get off it?

The trouble is, so successful have the salesmen of modern
mythology been that by far the majority of us have no wish to
do so. The myth, like a film of phantasy, spins its reels be-
tween us and the truth and all we see are its reflections on an
opaque screen which separates us from reality. This, kind of
thing has all been said before, of course, long before the tele-
vision had actually realised the myth before our eye s, way
back in ancient Greece by Plato who compared us, even then,
to prisoners chained to the wall of a cave whose only glimpses
of the truth were the vague and fl ickering shadows of reality
reflected on the opposite wall. In those days, one must re-
member, they did not suffer from the unceasing battery upon
their minds from the radio, the television, the press and all
the never-ending effecrs of highly promoted so-called enter-
tainment, not to mention the coveted compulsory education so
generously provided by the State, together with our famous
Welfare kindliness which ensures that even our private lives
are carefully managed and arranged. Ah! Ye s, our modern
mind manipulators will tell us, but in the days of ancient
Greece the workers were slaves. Today it is different, the
workers are free. They actually tell us so. In fact, they find
it necessary to keep on telling us in case we may begin to
doubt it.

We are free to march in the streets, to join our unions and
support out leaders. True, they keep strengthening the police
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force and painting wonderful pictures of life in the army but
that is in the interest of necessary law and order and in spite
of the fact that so much is spent in making us willingly sub-
servient, it is obvious that they don't really trust us. We must
understand that this is not our world. We are only let loose -k
under sufferance provided we conform, and even so, passport
or not, the permission we are patronisingly granted to conduct
our own lives depends upon our grateful acceptance of super-
vision.

Naturally, therefore, being humans and not passively docile
animals or mechanised robots, we react to this treatment.
(Sadly, not all of us. But, at least, some of us do.) And it is
here that we run into what has come to known as Catch 22.
And let it be said, brothers and sisters, that what has hap-
pened to us is practically all our own fault. It is easy for us
to blame it upon whatever government the re is but we have to
remember that we put them there in the first place .and it is
time we began to have a go at arranging our own affairs be-
cause no government so far has ever neglected its primary
duty to the privileged , to the disadvantage of the rest, and
all elected governments have always turned out to be liars.

He re is the catch. The re are two ways which have been tried
to get us out of this mess. Both, trailing around their separ-
ate paths, have similarly returned us to the starting point at
square one. Maybe, perhaps, not quite at square one; possibly
a stage or two higher up because we have the opportunity of
looking back and recognising some of the tricks of the trade.

The first is the we ll-known liberal method. Nowadays there
is not much of a future for this device. It has run out of sub-
stance and has left only a thin will-0'-the-wisp of its former
significance to remind us that it once was a considerable
force for change. (Although, admittedly, Cyril Smith is not
without substance, it is not of the kind that can be of much
help.) Nevertheless it cannot be so easily dismissed because
the re is much to be learned from it and its relics still hang
around in the anarchist movement in the shape of individual-
ism and the rejection of all suggestions of becoming organised
or regimented into a controllable body. The movement had its
great days and its followers were inspired to change the face
of England. It has now descended to the tawdry political chica-
nery which has been carried out with more success by the
Labour Party. One may say that the hopeful heart of it conti-
nued in the alternative communities which developed in Eng-
land and the names of Owen, Olive Schreiner, Edward Car-
penter and William Mo rris remind us that there were those
who tried to keep its spirit alive. The Co-ope rative Move-
ment arose out of it although ‘Marxist’ distorters have tried
to claim it as a product of working class activity. The fact is
that those workers we re motivated by an ideology which was
entirely liberal. In the Pennine valleys the local mill "owner
was also the promoter and chairman of the Co-op. John i
Stuart Mill's conception of liberty might still have something
to teach some present day libertarians. Herbert Spencer, the
philosopher of liberalism, wrote a book Man against the State
These liberals wanted no government iiit§f§r7tEc?.“'T'l@'w'e1Te
disciplined, active, independent and capable of self-manage-
ment. Dissidents all: they were quakers and non-conformists.
These are the people who made the Industrial Revolution in
this country-the Darbys of Coalbrookdale, Himtsman's steel,
Newcomen, Watt, Telfer, Macadam-the connection between
industry and dissent was close.

And why?
Ever since the days of Cromwell the established ruling pow-
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er in England was firmly fixed in the conviction that never
again would it be possible for some military and arbitrary
dictator to rise up from the ranks and usurp the authority
which tradition and custom had created as the foimdations of
the English Constitution. The power of absolute monarchy,
too, was kept in check. Protestantism had made its progress
but Luther did not condemn Authority. It must be the right
kind of authority. Nevertheless the concept of inner convic-
tion confers the right to think, and here, in spite of this
Athenian compromise in the name of democracy, one may
still be able to uncover the trapdoor to liberty.

And so it was with the best intentions in the world (i.e.
according to the 'hmnan nature‘ of the time), the English pre--
vented all &ClV8..‘lC¢S from below to climb the ladder and escape
to freedom. The French Revolution had stricken them with
fear. The image of Napoleon was of an ogre rather than that
of a destroyer of ogres. He had really further alarmed the
entrenched Whiggery and the Tories and convinced them of
the righteousness of their particular method of oligarchy. No
soldier could rise from the ranks. Palmerston defended the
purchase of commissions in the army on the grounds that it
was ‘only when the army was unconnected with those whose
property gave them an interest in the country, and was com-
manded by unprincipled military adventure rs, that it ever be-
came formidable to the liberties of the nation‘. The events in
Paris in 1789 must not happen here. England must in thorough-
ly insulated against revolution and the principle was firmly
established that all avenues to the higher echelons of this so-
ciety must be marked off as closed to those not acceptable to
the English unwritten mythology of ‘Democracy for the Yes-
men only‘. Witness the public school system. This was why
the recent Blunt affair caused such annoyance.

So if any little corporal had ambitions here he must find
another road. And that road could only be found outside the
restricting controls of the State. If you cannot go upwards
you can go outwards and spread yourself far and wide in all
directions. So - what about the acquisition of wealth? Dissid-
ent, ahnost by compulsion, the way forward was thus ma-ie
for the industrialists to make their revolution without the
waving of the tricouleur and all the other demonstrative hul-
laballoo wl1ich'."i§ 'D'e"I"6cqueville has pointed out was almost
unnecessary anyway. To put it another way, if you cannot go
out by the front door you can slip out by the back way.

So then, away we go with Robert Owen to New Lanark or
still further awav to New Harmony in An'1:.-.:-ica. Or otherwise
we set up our factory in the bleak valleys of the north of Eng-
land. And if the st ate intrudes upon our activities we try to
alter it to suit our ends. Hence the Reform Bills. John
Bright went into politics to get rid of the Corn Laws but he
would not accept any office in the Government; nevertheless
he opened the door for the compromise which has proceeded
via Lloyd George and Jeremy Thorpe to the present creepers
after power.

This is the way it all goes. We start off in opposition to the
State and finish up as part of it, and become. willy-nilly,
very concerned to maintain the status duo. _

Such too isthe sad story of the Trade Union movement.
' There will, however, be many anarchists who will,tell
me that they do not see themselves as relics of this liberal
tradition. Maybe it is personally satisfying to them to opt out
and exist like a modern Robinson Crusoe in a cul-de -sac. But
the established way of life is still moving around them and,
whether they like it or not, they will be carried with it. After
all, they must live by what it provides and as consumers, in
a negative way, if nothing else, they help to maintain it.

It is not surprising that Lenin poured much scorn on liberal-
ism and readily accepted Marx's idea that the workers would
overthrow the ruling class and open the way for socialism.
This brings me to my second point. It is, of course, this
method which has -been tried as the other way to achieve our
freedom. And the existence of the Soviet Union is a manifest-
ation that this doesn't work either.

There is a mythology which surrounds the working class, and
it is the recognition of this largely self-imposed, do-it-your-
self fantasy which will help to remove the mud which blocks
our vision: mud which we have been intrigued to see as beaut-
iful and which is possessed of a remarkable clinging capacity.
It has hardened very often into concrete structures which will
be difficult and painful to clear away because their solidity

Review
represents adherence to the principle of NO Change: our inverse
form of Toryism.

The words ‘workers’ and ‘working class‘ have become elev-
ated to a pedestal which merges on the religious. To cast a
doubting and critical eye upon these symbols of our birthright
can only be compared to the nationalist view of the betrayal of
one ‘s country. We are not people. We are British, French,
Catholics, Muslims, Blacks . .. and Workers.

Revolution is another word which is calculated to weave
spells and to cover up reality beneath the magic of fantasy.
The French Revolution replaced a King with an Emperor; the
Russian Revolution got rid of the Tsar and installed Stalin in
the Kremlin. And the workers in Iran, having overthrown the
Shah, are similarly convinced and manifestly overjoyed in the
belief that they also have made a Revolution. It must not be
forgotten that whatever way we may describe those changes of
government, they could not have been achieved without organ-
isation.

The question which must be answered by those who wish to
organise (Direct Action Movement, London Workers Group -
see FREEDOM nos. 12 and 18) is how are we going to avoid
making the same mistakes, because I am convinced, neverthe-
less, that organisation is necessary. And do not let us denig-
rate the people who led us into these traps before; they were
not fools. But we shall be the fools if we do not learn from
them. Obviously the organisation we must direct our attention
towards must be a very different organisation and its final
result must not be the creation of another ruling authority.

The myth was started on its beguiling career by Marx and
provides another example of a bright and progressive idea
which has been converted by its disciples into its lifeless
opposite. Marx could not be blamed for the way that people
conditioned under the omnipresent rule of authority have inter-
preted him. The fault, dear brothers and sisters, is not in our
stars but in ourselves, that we are underlings. (Beg pardon for
the paraphrase). e

Let me quote from the famous Manifesto again: “The history
of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle.
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebian, lord and serf, guild
master and journeyman, in a word oppressor and oppressed
. . . Our epoch, however, is the epoch of two hostrile camps,
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat“. The inference implicit
in this statementis that the proletariat will overthrow the ,
bourgeoisie as their forebears in previous class struggles have
done. Lenin in the State and Revolution was at some pains to
pick out the passages which showed that Marx really meant
that. But the truth of the matter which upsets all this is that
the slaves did not overthrow the Roman Empire, nor did the
serfs, in the Middle Ages, overthrow feudal society. To be
fair to Marx, this is what he actually said: “From the serfs
of the Middle Ages sprang the chartered burghers of the towns.
From these burgesses the first elements of the bourgeoisie
developed“. This bit seems to have been forgotten. Probably
because it upsets the whole of the party programme.

The burghers of the medieval towns who made their own
laws and enclosed themselves within walls to keep the feudal
barons out, established their own independent way of life
totally different from feudal society. Serfdom became a thing
of the past. They were wealthy and powerful and created their
own coinage and their own religion (their own ideology),'and
advanced nowledge and learning considerably. The serfs, for
instance, had no need for double -entry bookkeeping, nor for
the compass, for maps, nor for the development of science.
In other words a new consciousness had arisen, a new way of
thinkingwhich penetrated the former mythology, and a new
society, self-managing and fully-for med had grown up inside
feudal society which eventually ‘burst asunder‘ the fetters of
that society. One does not have to think very deeply to see
that a successful revolt of the serfs would have produced
nothing more than another feudal regime with, say, Wat Tyler
as king instead. (And Wat Tyler, leader of the toilers, stands
in a straight line with Stalin and the Ayatollah).

Similarly, without.developing the point any further, it can
be seen that the revolt of the slaves under Roman rule places
Spartacus as a predecessor of Wat Tyler. -

The significance of all this is that if the working class are
going to overthrow the rule of capitalism it will not be as the
working class. They will have ceased to think of themselves
as the working class. And, brothers and sisters, I think we
should start onjthis track immediately, because if we are still
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being self -indoctrinated to think of ourselves as the workers
when we enter the new society we shall want leaders and auth-
orities to tell us what to do.

Neither Marx nor Lenin provided us with the necessary
consciousness to take us into the promised land. In fact they
were too full of scorn for what they chose to denigrate as
Utopia for them to think of it. Besides, the immediate struggle
completely occupied their time. Their programme did not take
into account the rise of a Stalin. In addition you cannot produce
a consciousness out of economic theory or an ideology out of
mathematics and monetary calculations. The Have -nots will
assuredly rise up in revolt if deprivation forces them to do so.
But they do not make an uprising in order to preserve their
position as Have -nots. Trade unions actually do, but not an
upnfising, merely an attempt to improve their lot, which re- '
mains static. There is no Have -not consciousness. A new
society will not be founded on the principle of maintaining a
Have -not state. A vacuum is not an ideal to be aimed at; to
carry the argument a step further it is as though the slaves at
the time of Spartacus had been successful and had thus obtained
their freedom, but instead, they had said, no, we are slaves,
we have a slave consciousness, we must be true to our credo.
In fact, if the conditioning process had been half as complete
as it is nowadays they could not have done anything else.

But haven't we already seen it happen? Brothers and sisters,
it must not happen again.

It is therefore not on for Paul Buckland who wants action and
organisation (no. 12, 2 June) and for W. Millis (no. 13) who
wants to be an individualist, to attack one another since they
represent, in different ways, the two alternatives Ihave indic-
ated, because either way can lead us into a dead end. As
Laurens Otter says we must build a bridge. That bridge I see
as the creation of the consciousness that will lift us out of the
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preserved if there is to be a human future. All hierarchical
systems, religious, secular, political and ideological,
produce divisions in society which make it difficult to solve
the problems with a common purpose and for the good of all.
The existing hierarchies control the media and the various
means of enforcing their will so that the problems are ob-
scured, often until it is difficult to reverse anti -social policies
They reinforce the parochialism of the urban populations,
hence the racism and toleralion of starvation of many in the
third world.
THE THIRD WOR Li)

Professor Rene Dumont is somewhat unusual in that he is
a socialist and an agronomist, and he recently made a report
on Tanzania in which he said of its rural development that the
country was still the best hope for socialism in Africa.
Ninety per cent of the population still live in the countryside.
It is the usual story of enforced solutions by bureaucracy
which ends in decreased production. The mistaken use of
agribusiness technology has resulted in widespread deforestat-
ion,overgrazing and soil erosion. He goes on to say:-

"In Tanzania's one party system, the CCM is dominated
by town people who don't, in my opinion, properly protect
the peasants‘.interests. Peasants, especially women (who
do most of the agricultural work) must have a greater role
in the decision making at the village level. There has to be
a real dialogue between the peasants and the bureaucracy to
properly utilise peasant expertise and preferences".

It is not in the nature of hierarchical bureaucracy to do this.
It is done reluctantly, when forced, and uses all sorts of
subterfuge to bypass the feelings and the will of those they rule
These power groups often stand apart from the national gov-
ernments, more powerful and more faceless. A report by the
International Coalition for Development Action slated that a
group of large chemical companies are taking over the inter-
national seed market, worth billions, through a system of
restrictive breeding rights. They collect genetic material

mud; the consciousness that will re mind us that we are human
beings and not just toiling robots on a conveyor belt; and that
we have possibilities that are suppressed and confined within
the limitations of this circumscribed world of material prod-
uction. The day of the silicon can be our day. Let us think how
we can prepare for it. Struggle, of course, we must. But do
not let struggle become a way of life; our vision must carry us
beyond it. Think of the IRA . . .

Well, you say, after all this verbiage, is there a way
forward I can only hint at the direction of my own thinking
on the matter because this article is already long enough.

I think tere is a clue to be unearthed in Marx's word alienat-
ion. We do not see the wholeness of society. We live, divided
up into separate compartments pursuing our own blinkered
paths. We learn separate subjects which do not make" an educ-
ation. We produce for profit and not for the consumer. Divis-
ions there are in hundreds and there are many bridges to be
built. Happily there are some tiny beginnings which show that
the growth of vandalism, the logical end of alienation, is not
total. Consumer societies and environmentalists, ecologists,
parent-teacher. cooperation, patients‘ associations etc. etc.
I welcome Arthur Scargill‘s opposition to the promotion of _
nuclear energy, no matter what vested interest he may have in
the coal industry and wish that more trade unionists would
move out of their own particular battlefield. As long as the W01‘K
is done for wages and not for the welfare of the community
nuclear energy will always be a danger. _ _

The wages struggle is obviously not enough. It IS not just a
trade union struggle. It concerns the building of a wider unity
for the creation of a better world. And a unity, this time, not
imposed from above, but built up from below.

FRED YATES
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from the Third Worldflprodiice hybrid: high-yielding varieties,
prone to disease and rely on expensive chemicals for success.
The report goes on:-

“Because of their involvement in several phases of the
system agribusiness plant breeders look to profits from
several sectors. This enables them to breed seed suitable
to their chemical, processing or retail interests, but not
necessarily suitable to the profitability of the farmer or the
nutrition of the consumer."

The report concludes that the activities of these companies
is a threat to the long term food supplies of the world. The
rulers of the third world, largely western educated, western
Jrinetated, are bent on industrialisation as a means of power
and still reduce their agriculture to western dependent cash
cropping. ‘
C ONC LUSION i
 -Ii

The pressures to change our farming practices are now
very great. There is an unease abroad as people begin to rec-
ognise the fragility of our urban civilisation. The problems
can be solved for us unpleasantly by nuclear war or nuclear
accident, by collapses caused by the destruction of the bio-
mass through various commercial agencies. A They can be
solved by violent upheaval resulting in an accentuation of
existing totalitarian tendencies. They can be solved by a
sudden growth of awareness that hierarchical society, with
its inbuilt divisions, is no longer up to the task of finding the
techniques that will enable us to live within the compass of our
enviropment. People are becoming more aware and in an »
isolated sort of way, here and there; the techniques
to achieve a balance are there. The number of people
actually engaged in the cital tasks of growing food
and building houses is ridiculously small, but I am
sure that given the opportunity many more would be
at it, not as serfs but as free people with the real
economic freedom that cooperative use of land can give.

A LA N A LBON
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MAINSTREAM anarchism has produced only two thinkers of the
first rank: Proudhon and, of course, Kropotkin. Consequently,
the simple truths of anarchism are not assembled convincingly
and lack a developing theoretical superstructure. This means  
that anarchism must often borrow ideas and notions from com-
peting and inimical traditions, like Marxism. However, as _
Marxism dies “the death of the thousand qualifications“, it is‘
encouraging to note the continuance of what can be referred to
as ‘the Kropotkinian tradition‘.

Mary Midgley‘s book unwittingly lies in this tradition. It
provides a feast of factual information, argumentation and
conceptual clarification which should be of interest and use to
anarchists, ecologists, feminists and animal liberationists.

state of nature would be fine for intelligent crocodiles,
if there were any. For people it is a baseless fantasy.
Nor does our richness in aggression disprove this". (p. 47)

Beast and Man is a fine and stimulating blend of philosophy
and science Its author is no anarchist but her conclus'' 9 10118
are of relevance to anarchist theory and practice - not least
because she debunks a muddled concept of freedom so popular
with the authoritarian Left. Perhaps the anarchists she is
closest to are Paul Goodman (cf. the introduction to Growing
Up Absurd) and Kropotkin. """_"

If anarchism is to maintain continuity with its own traditions
and to develop a corresponding theoretical superstructure,

The range of the book is prgdigigus’ but it is conveniently then anarchists could do a lot worse than read books like this
broken down into five Darts. Nevertheless, the book is difficult °ne- AS Mary Midgley S3375! "f0I‘ I‘9f0I‘ming and revolutionary
to summarise briefly and I shall have to confine myself to the
most salient points made in a complex argument.

The central contention of the book is that humans differ
from animals in degree rather than in kind and that there is
such a thing as ‘human nature’ - our animal inheritance.
Mary Midgley proceeds - quite rightly — to castigate ‘the
Blank Paper theorists‘ - the behaviourists, the Marxists and
the existentialists - for maintaining that we are totally the
products of our social conditioning. Human beings are not
indeterminate, ready to be poured into any social mould:
genetic ‘programming’ is the precondition of - and sets the
limits for - social conditioning. The Blank Paper theory cannot
satisfactorily explain such persistent and universal human
behaviour patterns as dancing, singing, pair-bonding, and
playing etc. If all such behaviour is entirely the result of
social conditioning, then who started it and how ? How do,only
and isolated,children learn to play? And why is the social
conditioning rrocess so ineffective as to permit innovation and
rebellion? Furthermore, if there is no such thing as human
nature, then what grounds can there be for criticising certain
forms of labour, housing and social organisation as ‘dehuman-
ising' or ‘inhuman’ or ‘unnatural’ — especially if, since there
is no such thing as human nature, human beings are infinitely
malleable Z

Mary Midgley is more than fair to Edward Wilson's Socio-
b_i_ology, but this is iustifiable. (After all, Wilson has had to
suffer the vilification of the more traditional Left; and such is
the level of stereotyping in their thought that they cannot see
that genetic explanations do not necessarily spell fascism! )
The main error in Sociobiologyis, she argues, that he has
succumbed, like Freud and like Marx, to the temptation to
try to explain all social phenomena by reference to one type of
level of explanation. Types of explanation can be related to one
another without being reducible to one another, or to one basic
type of explanation - eg. the sub-atomic. Consequently, we can
explain phenomena without falling for "the tantalizing notion of
a single cause" (p.22).

Mary Midgley deals very well with the problem of egoism.
(She makes the interesting suggestion that egoism is a predom-
inantly male -linked doctrine; and also locates the fountainhead
of morality and its sentiments in the intimacy of the relation
between mother and child). More importantly, she argues that
"motivation is fundamentally plural“ (p. 168) and that "there
are simply far too" many possibilities to be included in a single
way of life“ (p.306). This means, of course, that as a species
we are prone to both inner and social conflict, but this should
not precipitate us into moral pessimism or ‘romantic individ-
ualism'.

“In social animals, such as ourselves and the wolves,
there must be natural affection and communicativeness,
and, in spite of our evolutionary gaffe in inventing
weapons, it is plain that we are much better fitted to live
socially than to live alone . . . . Rousseau’s or Hobbes‘s

.
‘s
|

(purposes), we need to understand our genetic constitution".
(p. xix)
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Anderson's Social Philosophy, by A. J. Baker. Angus and
Robertson? S_ydhéyl9“’9, 50 (Aust. ) Hardback.
$7.95 (Aust.) Paperback.
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THOSE who call themselves ‘anarchists’ have usually been
pgnvinced that an anarchist society is possible. There have
been a few, however, who have had no such conviction -
certain European individualists, for example. And among
this few must also be numbered the Sydney Libertarians, who
took their name from the Australian city where most of them
lived and studied.

The Sydney Libertarians held that any society is composed
of many differing and sometimes hostile interests. One of
these interests is that of anarchism or anti -authoritarianism.
This interest is in perpetual conflict with authoritarian
interests, but will never vanquish them, nor be vanquiahed by
them. Anarchism, in other words, will always remain a
‘permanent protest‘ against authority. It will never become
a general way of going on.

One of the main sources for this forthright pluralism and
well-grounded realism was the social philosophy of John
Anderson, professor of philosophy at Sydney university from
1.922 to 1958. Until nowhis social views were only available
in scattered essays and critiques, but with this book they are
now presented for the first time in a coherent fashion.

Writing in a clear and readable style, Jim Baker, himself
a leading Sydney Libertarian and former pupil and colleague
of Anderson, outlines Anderson's theory in the first part of
his book and in the second part details Anderson's political
activities and public controversies. Despite the various shifts
in his political sympathies - ranging from pro-Communism in
his youth to anti-Communism in his old age - Anderson

the invasions of authority. As one of his most characteristic
statements reads:

" . . . the measure of freedom in any community is
the extent of opposition to the ruling order, of criticism
of the ruling ideas; and belief in established freedom, or
in State -guaranteed benefits, is a mark of the abandonment
of liberty. The servile State is the unopposed State“.
(The Servile State, 1.943)

1 i i —_j|$—‘ j in l

One big disagreement I have with Anderson is over his
quasi-mystical belief that "we should think of social move-
ments not as for med by individuals but as passing through
individuals, ‘catching them up‘ as it were“.

For those who believe that teleological forces are at work
in the universe this belief may be acceptable, but if one does
not believe - and I certainly do not - in the V-fill of God, or
History of the People, or some other spook, the question
remains: If individuals do not form ‘social movements‘, then
what or who does 2 Anderson does not say. It seems to me
that he replaces the Marxist belief in a monistic historical
process that operate-s singly, with a concept of plural social
forces that operate severally. However, other than referring
to the ‘unintended’ results of historical movements initiated
by some individuals (which would appear to indicate tfat
‘social movements‘ do not simply ‘catch up‘ individuals)
Anderson is as vague and as mystifying as the Marxists
regarding the origin and composition of these ‘social move-
ments'.

Jim Baker's book is a good start to what I hope will be a
series. I know he wants to write one about the Sydney Lib-
ertarians. If he does this study of Australia's maverick
philosopher, John Anderson, will provide a useful complement
to it.

always vigorously defended the liberty of the individual against S.E. PARKER
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THE most distinctive feature of this pamphlet is the lack of
cohesion in its arguments. Despite producing several clear
and satisfying analyses of, for example, the classical philo-
sophical debate over equality, the author pushes his thesis
through a series of logical errors: most of these are sympto-
matic of the Labour Party's acceptance into,and support of,
the authoritarian establishment. It becomes apparent that his
view of ‘community’ is completely opposed to the real comm-
unitarianism of Tolstoy: he proposes them not tocreate
greater liberty but to reinforce the State by including within it
those groups who might otherwise be a threat to its safety.
He would end the alienation of the minority groups inside
society by giving them a ‘stake’ in it, thus tying their loyalty
to the organism which they might destroy. Further more, the
principle of community socialism is proposed" as an election
winning strategy, a false restructuring of society to ensure
long term Labour domination of the political system. He
begins:

"My purpose is not merely to consider how best Labour
can win the next general election but also to explore how to
create a new climate of opinion . . . which will sustain a

Radice bases his demands for a szzrengthening of community
on the observation that acceptance of established authority and
participation in elections are declining. He notes that:

“. . . the number of days lost through strikes has
increased substantially since the 60s, there is a
greater resistance to managerial authority while
trade union leadership is challenged by shop floor p
groups". l

He must then be proposing the growth of communities as
a ‘cure’ for it: this places his ideas on the level of those by
the police to restore the local police to more effective control
of affairs and ensure ‘law and order‘. His communities would
effectively become units of local government, although he
concedes the need for greater public participation in the
running of schools, etc. The emphasis placed on the develop-
ment of ‘tripartism‘ in industry, an effective arbitration
system so that precious production need never be disrupted
by trade unions, and the adherence on an outdated.Keynesian
model for economic growth, all underline the Labour Party's
total lack of imagination and commitment to the maintenance
of capitalism and the class system in the UK. Radice includes
a section on the ‘Meaning of Freedom‘. Typically, it repeats
the old utilitarian precept, the old lie that:

” . . . in order to preserve or increase the liberty of the
majority the liberty of some has to be limited“,
for

" . . . clearly freedom can never be absolute“.
Anarchy is not chao s, but in an anarchistic society order

is derived from below, from within the people who make up
the society themselves. Thus, no real, free community could
come about through the strategy of a power -hungry ‘Democrat-
ic Socialist‘ government.

Labour Government beyond the life of a single parliament . . . “ FRANCIS SPTTFFQRD
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After Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman were
expelled from the U.S., then from the U.S.S.R., they were
bounced around Europe and Canada by government
bureaucracies, while fascism gradually rose to domi-
nance. Although Berkman and Goldman publicized the
betrayal of the Russian social revolution by the Bolshe-
viks, the international left did not like to hear about it
and waited until the 1950s to admit that there were prob-
lems with Soviet “communism.” In the 1920s and 1930s,
Berkman and Goldman had to reevaluate their anarchist
politics because clearly historical events had gone be-
yond their theories. Goldman concluded that the prob-
lems were not simply economic exploitation and govern-
ment power because such could not explain why so
many working people were supporting fascism, why so
many workers had supported World War One. In 1927
she wrote to Berkman, “The entire school, Kropotkin,
Bakunin, and the rest, had a childish faith in what Peter
calls ‘the creative spirit of the people.’ I'll be damned if I
can see it. If the people could really create out of them-
selves, could a thousand Lenins or the rest have put the
noose back on the throat of the Russian masses?”‘° The
problem, then, was authoritarianism, the willingness to
accept political authority, the inability to pursue self-
determination. (This too is the topic of Rudolf Rocker's
classic study, Nationalism and Culture, published in Eng-
lish in 1937, and recently republished in the U.S. by
Michael Coughlin; Rocker was good friends with Gold-
man and Berkman.) Before both members of the Frank-
furt School and Wilhelm Reich had begun their studies
into the psychology of fascism, Berkman and Goldman
were trying to analyze the problem of domination. Nine-
teenth-century socialism from the utopians to the Marx-
ists and anarchists had constructed a movement and set
of theories concerned primarily with the dynamics of
exploitation; the utter collapse of the workers’ move-
ments during World War One, after the Bolshevik seiz-
ure of power, and the rise of fascism made necessary a
revolutionary theory that would take domination as its
point of departure.

Emma Goldman was extraordinarily sensitive to the
problem of domination and the importance of individ-
ualism an_d avant-garde art." The Mother Earth Press
published Oscar Wilde's "Soul of Man Under Socialism,”
promoted the avant-garde theatre of Ibsen and Haupt-
mann, and sympathetically introduced readers to the
thought of Nietzsche. Goldman was beginning to formu-
late a theory of domination when the Spanish revolution
occurred; although she disagreed with many of the anar-
chosyndicalist decisions, especially the one to partici-
pate in the Popular Front government, she continued to
work for the Spanish revolution.

If the primary factor of oppression is exploitation,
then it is plausible to relegate art, especially avant-garde
art, to a lowly position, subordinate to the class struggle.
If,” however, domination is at least as important as
exploitation, then art, especially avant-garde art, gives
one a way’ of comprehending experience. The avant-
garde, always working at the limits and extremes of con-
sciousness, makes possible libertarian ruptures with
established reality. To understand experience, so much
of which is shaped and determined by factors outside
one’s control, one must go beyond the consumerist
entertainments served up by the culture industry. One
must also go beyond the anarchist and Marxist theories
formulated in the nineteenth century on assumptions
that are no longer adequate. Every aspect of modern life
has the imprint of authoritarian design inscribed on it.
One is taught from the earliest age to submit to author-
ity, to accept bureaucratic procedures, to defer one’s
judgment to the experts, to limit one’s desires. The social
world which men and women confront every day is
totalitarian; totally organized from top to bottom, from

20. Richard and
Maria Drinnon, eds.,
Nowhere at Home, Let-
ters from Exile of Emma
Goldman and Alexan-
der Berkman (NY, 1975),
p. 82.

H 21. See for example
her superb essay, “The
Individual, Society. and
the State,” ‘reprinted in
Red Emma Speaks (NY,
1972).

left to right, without any free zones within which one
might formulate a counter-cultural opposition.“

One of the most discouraging aspects of the 19705’
left has been its resurrection of exploitation-based poli-
tics and its revival of cultural conservatism. Exploitation-
based politics can and will be coopted by liberals, social
democrats, union bureaucrats, or Marxist-Leninist par-
ties. In the West it is not economic exploitation as such
but the entire culture that deprives us of creative auton-
omy. Since domination is the experience which defines
our modernity, we should look to avant-garde art, not
theories about the working class, in order to find libertar-
ian points of departure. Although rank and file worker
initiatives and autonomous working-class movements
are anarchist possibilities, they are only possibilities; if
they are not to be coopted and assimilated, then the
anarchists must also provide insights into authoritarian-
ism and domination. Unless anarchism is linked with the
attempt to build a counter-culture, a living alternative to
the culture industry and its consumerism, then it will
merely be the left-wing of a reformist effort to patch up
the irrational breakdowns of the capitalist system. Along
with a 19305’ style politics has come cultural conserva-
tism, a reaction against the 19605. The major problem,
according to people like Christopher Lasch and Richard
Sennett, is what they call narcissism, which they identify
with the 1960s’ counter-culture. Although the many cri-
tiques of the counter-culture contain useful insights,
their purpose is not to reconstitute a counter-culture at a
higher level, but to demolish it. Lasch, for example, con-
siders the avant-garde historically obsolete and presum-
ably prefers “The Waltons,” where the family is clearly a
haven (in between the commercials)“

A libertarian counter-culture has to be avant-garde
to maintain its critical perspective on capitalist exploita-
tion and modern domination. The avant-garde, however,
must be challenged at all times because, like everything
else in a capitalist society, it tends toward commodifica-
tion. There is a sense in which the avant-garde's _innova-
tive fervor corresponds not only to the capitalist fashion
industry but to an essential feature of modern capital-
ism; the accumulation of capital depends on the per-
petual destruction of old patterns of consumption and
the creation of new needs which only the new and im-
proved commodities can fulfill.

The avant-garde has always dramatized the desire
to overcome the dichotomy of art and life, to counteract
audience passivity, to demystify aesthetic creation, to
insist upon a participatory art. The avant-garde, how-
ever, must go beyond the stage of merely making a ges-
ture in this direction and start seriously implementing
this aesthetic program. The next stage has to be aesthetic
education, the proliferation of aesthetic skills and train-
ing so that former audiences can create their own art (or
at least become more critically aware participants in
aesthetic experiences). Unless people participate in
experiences outside those initiated by the culture indus-
try (whether it is PBS operas or “Charlie's Angels,”
"Superman," or "Coming Home,” leannie C. Riley or the
Rolling Stones), they will never learn to be self-deter'min-
ing, confident of their ability to create alternatives to the
society controlled by government, big business, bureauc-
racies and the experts. If people are to free themselves
from authoritarianism, then they have to begin creating
their own culture. l think the libertarian socialists asso-
ciated with the journal Root and Branch are whistling to
the wind when they dismissas irrelevant the issue of cul-
ture. What matters, according to them, is the economic
crisis which will force workers to create a new society. At
present, however, an economic collapse would bring
only authoritarian alternatives because people are not
accustomed to cooperating, making decisions collec-
tively, initiating and carrying through policies. If a crisis
were to happen tomorrow, people would turn on the
television to find out what they were supposed to do. Far
more appropriate to a relevant anarchism is Franklin
Rosemont's article in the most recent Industrial Worker,
the IWW paper, where he links the goal of worker
democracy with surrealism.“ During the May-lune days
in France, 1968, one of the famous slogans was “All
power to the imagination.” I cannot think of a better
slogan for a contemporary anarchism which seeks
counter-cultural initiatives within the aesthetic avant-
garde and which makes theoretical advances starting
from the problem of domination.

22. Recent authors I
find sensitive to domi-
nation and useful in
analyzing it are Michel
Foucault, Gilles
Deleuze and Felix
Guattari. See especially
Foucault's Discipline
and Punish, The Brith of
the Prison, trans. Sheri-
dan (NY, 1977), and
Deleuze and Guattari’s
Anti-Oedipus, Capital-
ism and Schizophrenia.
trans. Hurley, Seem,
and Lane (NY, 1977).

23. Lasch attacks the
avant-garde in the
Salmagundi issue dis-
cussed in note 15.

24. Franklin Rose-
mont, “Surrealism and
Revolution," Industrial
Worker, 76:1 (]an.,
1979]. I do not agree
that surrealism is the
only revolutionary ten-
dency in the avant-
garde, but I am pleased
to find myself disagree-
ing with someone about
which kind of avant-
garde is libertarian.
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Introduction

Although the phrase “Marxist aesthetic” is far more
familiar than “anarchist aesthetic/" the connection be-
tween anarchism and art has generated a rich diversity of
both art and theory. William Godwin, the first anarchist
philosopher, was an innovative novelist who influenced
Percy Shelley, probably the first anarchist poet. Thoreau,
Tolstoy, Octave Mirbeau (French novelist], Gustav Lan-
dauer(German novelist and anarchist revolutionary), the
French symbolist poets of the 1890s, Pa Chin (Chinese
novelist), B. Traven, Paul Goodman, Ursula LeGuin,
Philip Levine, and Beck and Malina are some other anar-
chist writers—poets, novelists, dramatists. There are
numerous other writers who have been influenced by
anarchism or whose aesthetic theories and practices
parallel anarchist ones: William Morris, Oscar Wilde,
Eugene O'Neill (who sent Emma Goldman a volume of
his plays while she was in prison for anti-war activities),
William Blake, Franz Kafka (who was arrested in Prague
for attending anarchist meetings), D.H. Lawrence, Henry
Miller, Robert Creeley, the Dada poets, the Surrealist
poets, Gary Snyder, Grace Paley, Ibsen, and many oth-
ers. In painting, sculpture, and the graphic arts anar-
chism was the dominant influence from the 18805 to the
Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia.‘ In music, Baku-

Notes
1. The first author I

know of to use the
phrase, “anarchist aes-
thetic is Andre Resz-
Ier, L’ esrherique anar-
chists (Vendome, 1973).
In addition to this and
Eugenia Herbert's The
Artist and Social Re-
form, France and Bel-
gium 1885-1898 (New
Haven, 1961), Donald
Egberfs Social Radical-
ism and the Art (New
York, 1970) also con-
cerns itself with anar-
chism and the arts.
None of these books is
written by an anarchist;
Ebert's is filled with
errors and inexplicable
omissions; Reszler' s is
sketchy and Herbert's
h"as a narrow range. A
lot of work still needs
to be done in this area.
Anarchist aesthetic crit-
icism, as distinct from
art history, is a much
more interesting field.
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“The form of government that is most suitable to the artist
is no government at all. ” Oscar Wilde

“The anarchist painter is not he who does anarchist
paintings but he who without caring for money, without

desire for recompense, struggles with all his individuality
against bourgeois conventions. ” Paul Signac

"Musicians can do without government. ” lohn Cage

n introduction to
l

l
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ichael Scrivener
nin's friend and comrade-in-arms, Richard Wagner,
exerted considerable influence on anarchist ideas con-
cerning socially integrated art and revolutionary cul-
ture.‘ In the twentieth century, however, anarchists have
repudiated Wagnerian authoritarianism, so that now
lohn- Cage is the representative anarchist in music. With
the prevalence of avant-garde art in every field in the
twentieth century, from poetry to dance, one could
argue that experimental art itself is anarchistic at least in
tendency, if not always self-consciously. _

Along with anarchist art, there is a rich tradition of
anarchist criticism of the arts. From Godwin and the
romantic poets to contemporary theorists, the anarchist
aesthetic has three major aspects: (1) an uncompromis-
ing insistence upon total freedom for the artist, and an
avant-garde contempt for conservative art; (2) a critique
of elitist, alienated art and a visionary alternative in
which art becomes integrated into eve-ryday life; (3) art
as social critique—that is, since art is an experience, it is
a way to define and redefine human needs, altering
socio-political structures accordingly.‘ I want to analyze
each aspect of the anarchist aesthetic with a special
emphasis o_n the tension between artistic autonomy and
the social ideal of unalienated art. I also want to suggest
ways in which art and aesthetic theory are relevant to
contemporary anarchist politics.

Important authors in-
clude: Dwight
MacDonald, Kingsley
Widmer, Paul Good-
man, Herbert Read,
Alex Comfort, and Art
Efron.

2. See Herbert,
above; also, Rennato
Poggioli, The Theory of
the Avant-Garde, trans.
Fitzgerald (NY, 1968), p.
99: "the only omnipres-
ent or recurring polit-
ical ideology within the
avant-garde is the least
political or the most
anti-political of all:
libertarianism and anar-
chism."

3. See Reszler, Chap-
ter lll, for the Wagner-
Bakunin relationship. -

4. Although not an
anarchist work as such,
or even consistently
libertarian, lohn-
Dewey's Art as Experi-
ence (NY, 1934) is richly
suggestive of anarchist
aesthetic ideas.
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. For the sake of time and space I will limit myself to
literature, even though the other arts are just as impor-
tant, each one requiring its own avant-garde history.
When the word “avant-garde” was coi_ned in 1825 by
Saint-Simon to refer to the artist-engineers he designated
to govern the new socialist society, there already existed
in "England an avant-garde literary movement: romantic
poetry. Art is avant-garde which makes radical innova-
tions in either the art's form or content or both.’ Both the
artist and the audience acknowledge the deviation from
the norm so that either the audience changes its expecta-
tions to accommodate the new art or the audience re-
jects the new art in any number of ways: censorship,
repression, unpopularity, ridicule, refusing to call it art.
The first literary avant-garde appeared in England during
a period of extreme social uncertainty, when the polit-
ical institutions were archaic in relation to the actual
social relations.‘ It was not until the 1830s that the bour-
geois institutional apparatus had been fully created for
controlling a society shaped by industrial and agricul-
tural capitalism. The destruction of the peasantry by the
enclosure movement, ‘the contradiction between the
middle class"s growing social power and its political dis-
enfranchisement, the emergence of democratic and sec-
'ular ideas from the Enlightenment and French Revolu-
tion, all contributed to making the romantic avant-garde
possible. From ‘Blake, Godwin, the early Wordsworth, .
and ‘Shelley, there came an aesthetic and political ideal
of creativity.”'Bla-ke described social domination and
exploitation as effects of the enslaved imagination,
whose mind-forgedmanacles had to be abolished. Blake
also attacked the repression of sexuality and feeling, the
liberation ofwhich would transform every social institu-
tion. Crodwirfs in-sis-tence upon creativity was so stub-
born that hedeemed oppressive and authoritarian per--
-formances -of other people’s art. Wordsworth's innova-
tion wast_o situate poetry -closer to everyday speech and
-daily life. And Shelley argued that perception itself was a
creative, constitutive activity; therefore, both percep-
tion and aesthetic creation involved a radical question-
ing of established social concepts. Furthermore, Shel-
ley's reliance uponinspiration helped distance poetry
from neoclassical technique and placed it closer to
experiences accessible toeveryone. The particular strain
of rornanticism I am briefly alluding to here based a
radical ipolitics on an aesthetic "foundation. To create
and iperc~eive'in-new ways that transcend the established
aesthetic "norms is to '-question the legitimacy of the
socio-political order which upholds those norms. This
radical romanticism was stridently attacked and re-
jected by the cultural guardians of law and order. While
Blake was too uncompromising for the cultural estab-
lishment to even bother with, Wordsworth's ideas on
poetic diction were ridiculed; Godwin became so unpop-
ular after‘-the1790s that he had to adopt a pseudonym to
continuepublishing; Shelley was not just unpopular, but
his most radical works were suppressed, censored, and
left unpublished in his lifetime. Even lohn Keats's delib-
erate aesthetic withdrawal from socio-political concerns
did-not "save the poet from reactionary attacks because
his new imagery, as -we'll as his paganism and friendship
with Leigh Hunt, placed him in the “Cockney School,” as
they contemptuously called it. Whether the innovation is
in form or content, the avant-garde arouses the same
anxiety. y _

T_he romantics, however, weakened the effective-
ness of their counter-cultural attack in several ways.
First, as a defense against their unpopularity and failure
in the marketplace, they suggested that the romantic
artist was a Genius, whose nature was different from
other peopl-e’s;’ this reinforced audience passivity and
mystified the concept of artistic creation. Second, so
troubled were the romantics over their unpopularity that
somebecame politically conservative (like Wordsworth
and Coleridge), while others posited poetry as a special
form‘ of wisdom that could be acquired only under spe-
cial conditions, thus excluding almost everyone-except a

5. Ortega y Gasset‘s
essay, ”The‘Dehumani-
-zation of Art,” (1925)
has a brilliant theory of
the avant-garde which
is marred by the au-
thor’s elitism. He con-
fuses sham democracy
with real democracy,
the culture industry
with participatory art.
Ortega would not ac-
cept my calling roman-
tic poetry avant-garde,
which he dates much
later and which he sees
as essentially anti-
romantic.

6. See E.P. Thomp-
son, The Making of the
English Working Class
lNY, 1963].

7. Raymond Wil-
liams, "The Romantic
Artist," in Culture and
Society (NY, 1958), ana-
lyzes the social dimen-
sions of the romantic
theories.

privileged coterie. The romantics did not understand
fully the avant-garde nature of their art and often merely
elevated it above what they perceived as popular ait.
Even though the romantics were the first avant-gardists,
they also formulated ideas which would domesticate the
avant-garde and integrate it.into the established culture
in the form of “high art." _

The cult of the Genius came to a romantic culmina-
tion with Wagner, who wanted singlehandedly to create
a new culture. Late-romantic sentimentality, flamboy-
ance, and hero-worship of charismatic artists, like Liszt,
carried to logical extremes audience passivity and mysti-
fied art. The cult of the Genius effectively undermined
the idea of participatory art and generated instead the
crucial importance of criticism to mediate between
creator and audience, to separate the good from the bad,
the high from the low.

The anti-romantic avant-garde, however, not only
repudiated the Wagnerian artist-as-hero, it also formu-
lated a theory and practice of art with a different set of
assumptions. The new avant-garde, as Ortega y Gasset
noted, refused to play the role of religious leader, trying
to guide the masses toward wisdom. The new art was
playful and ironic, refusing to set itself above the audi-
ence -as a moral authority.‘ The main problem with
Ortega's theory is the opposition he draws between real-
ist an.d nonrepresentational art, calling only the latter
avant-garde. In fact, the collapse of romanticism stimu-
lated two avant-garde currents: symbolism and realism?
The avant-garde realists shocked audiences with new
content (sexuality, poverty, anti-militarism, labor strug-
gles, political corruption), while the symbolists outraged
the audience with their form and technique. It is not
even always useful to distinguish between form and
technique because when one -approaches a writer like
Kafka or Celine, one needs to formulate a different
vocabulary; nevertheless, there has always been a recur-
rent tension between realist and symbolist ideas.

When one examines the literary phenomenon
known as modernism, one sees the ambiguity of'th'e liter-9
ary avant-garde in clear terms. One tradition issues from
Flau.bert, Henry lames and Matthew Arnold, extending
to T.S. Eliot, Pound, Yeats and loyce, and more or less
ending with writers like Mann, Bellow, and Stevens. Al-
though the modernist tradition is critical of twentieth-
century society, it carefully distinguishes between legiti-
mate and illegitimate kinds of criticism; it fastidiously
separates high art from low artI dismissing into the hin-
terlands literary productions that are too obscene, too
political, too incomprehensible, too simplistic, too rough
and unhewn. Modernism and its critical schools, which
have dominated the universities for decades, are the fil-
ter through which avant-garde literature passes.‘° If an
author cannot be dismissed outright, then s/he is domes-
ticated with a barrage of irrelevant and pedantic crit-
icism, burying the author's rebellious art underneath -a
rubble of words. Modernism has also promoted a certain
kind of sensibility which the avant-garde has al.w.a-.ys
attacked and which came under effective attack in the
19605 by critics like Susan Sontag.“ This sensibility culti-
vates seriousness and a certain kind of (serious) irony,
values the importance of complexity, is uncomfortable
with spontaneity and sincerity, discourages levity, play-
fulness and propaganda, stresses the importance of
aesthetic unity and insists upon discrete boundaries
between art and society. The modernist can tell good
from bad, high from low, and will never lose control
when experiencing an artwork; the modernist is one who
can never be fooled-or if s/he is, s/he will never let any-
one know about it.

There is a crisis in modernism today because S-not
only does hardly anyone produce modernist literature
[most of the interesting literature today is adamantly
avant-garde), but modernist criticism has been subjected
to several decades of devastating critiques. There- is no
doubt that bourgeois ideology will reconstitute itself in
some form or other to substitute for the discredited mod-. . . n

ernist creed, but today it is unclear what exactly that
substitution will be."

If in the bourgeois democracies the battle is be-
tween modernism and the avant-garde, in totalitarian
regimes the writer who deviates from the party line is
silenced, censored, jailed or exiled, sometimes even
killed. One tends to forget that the avant-garde is a pos-
sibility for a minority of writers, the rest of whom, the

8. Ortega y Gasset,
The Dehumanization of
Art (Princeton, 1 968),
pp._49-50; 1 4.

1 9.‘ Herbert, for exam-
ple, shows that both
realist novels and sym-
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expressions in France
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Goodman makes this-
same point in "Ad-
vance-Guard Writing in
America: 1900-1950," in
Creator Spirit Come!
(NY, 1977). pp. 144-164.

10. See lohn Fekete,
The Critical Twilight:
Explorations in the
Ideology of Anglo-
American Literary
Thought from Eliot to
Mcluhari (London and
Boston, 1977), for an
excellent discussion of
literature's cultural
domestication.

11. The important
essay is "Against Inter-
pretation,” (1964) re-
printed in one of the
most important textsol
19605’ cultural critic-
ism, Against Interpreta-
tion (NY, 1966). Signifi-
cantly, she finds in
Oscar Wilde's epigram-
matic wit a real alter-
native to the modernist
spirit of seriousness.

12. Witness the hys-
teria by liberal intellec-
tuals who are desper-
ately trying to undo
the damage inflicted
upon modernist as-
sumptions by the 1960s.
A recent issue of Salma-
gundi. 42 (Summer-Fall,
1978), is entirely de-
voted to attacking what
it calls cultural radical-
ism; contemporary
modernists are trying to
find an alternative not
only to avant-garde
literature, but also to
literary criticism which
refuses to play cultural
policeman.
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majority, live under dictatorships of the left or right. In
countries where literature is taken seriously, rebellious
writers are silenced or controlled, while in states like the
U.S., where writers have the freedom to write‘ whatever
they want, the audience can be truly shocked only with
great difficulty. When one examines closely the nature
of artistic freedom in the U.S., then one sees why dicta-
torial methods are not needed. In addition to the univer-
sities and the critics, who promulgate the modernist
ideology, there are the extremely conservative publish-
ing companies, who never take a risk; so it is very diffi-
cult for avant-garde writers to get published by a major
press. (I personally know of three excellent novels which
are unpublished and which were rejected by publishing
companies.) The freedom to write does not mean the
freedom to publish and have an audience. Furthermore,
in the U.S. people have such unsatisfying jobs that when
they gedlhome they do not want to be challenged in an
aesthetic way, so that they accept the consumerist enter-
tainment served up to them by the culture industry." So,
although the writer has freedom to write, most working
people do not have the freedom to read avant-garde
literature, because they are so dehumanized at the work-
place and also because avant-garde art is not readily
accessible. _

One might think that unrestricted freedom for a
writer to write whatever s/he wanted would be uncontro-
versial, but one need only look at the Marxist-Leninist
tradition to see otherwise. In the 19605 some Communist
parties finally accepted as legitimate art other than
“socialist realism,” not without, however, expelling two
of the most vocal advocates of aesthetic openminded-

UHALIEHATED ART

Utopia as a place where art is unalienated, reconsti-
tuted along egalitarian lines, is a commonplace idea in
nineteenth-century socialism, from Fourier to Marx, from
Godwin to Ruskin. Morris and Kropotkin, however, gave
the most complete and interesting visions of a new art in
a society which had conquered alienation. Kropotkin
had, in Fields, Factories and Workshops, praised the
medieval aesthetic of an organic, participatory, collec-
tive culture. lust as Shelley and Nietzsche had idealized
Hellenic culture's high degree of social integration, so
Carlyle, Ruskin, Morris and Kropotkin idealized the
social culture of the medieval city, run by guilds and
artisans. Kropotkin refused to accept as normal art's
alienation into so many specialized fragments, all of
which were kept apart from politics, the economy, and
social life. Kropotkin and Morris envisioned art as some-
thing that permeated social life in all its aspects. Homes,
streets, gardens, rooms, villages and cities would be con-
structed with a sense of beauty as a primary concern.
The things of everyday life-kitchen utensils, curtains,
rugs, tables, furniture—should reflect the aesthetic val-
ues of the society. Not only should the environment be
shaped according to the logic of beauty, but productive
activity itself should be animated with aesthetic con-
cerns. In the anarchist society, one would learn a variety
of skills and participate in a variety of useful activities,
concentrating on whatever is most interesting. Tedious
labor, performed collectively, loses its oppressive bur-
den; furthermore, since no one does such labor all the
time, people are free to develop in different areas.

There is, however, something disturbing in Kropot-
kin's aesthetic ideas, because he used the ideal of unali-
enated future art to discredit the avant-garde. Nietzsche,
the aesthetes, the symbolists, the new anarchists in
France sympathetic with the avant-garde, were all
labeled by Kropotkin as bourgeois individualists, self-
indulgent and irresponsible.“ Although Proudhon, ear-
lier, had defended Gustave Courbet’s realist paintings
against the academic establishment in Du principe de
l'art et de sa destination sociale (1665), the later influence
of Proudhon's ideas was antagonistic to the avant-garde
and encouraged instead an engage art, one closely
aligned to the aspirations of the social movement. Tol-

1 3. For the concept
of the culture industry
see T.W. Adorno and
Max Horkheimer, The
Dialectic of.Enlighten-
ment, trans. Cumming
(NY, 1973). The Frank-
furt School has done a
lot of valuable work in
this area. '
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16. See George
Woodcock and Adam
Avakumovic, The Anar-
chist Prince (Cleveland,
1971), pp. 280-282.

ness, Ernst Fischer, the Austrian critic, and Roger
Garaudy, the French critic.“ -Stalinism is not solely re-
sponsible‘ for Marxist aesthetic conservatism because.
neither Marx, Engels, nor Lenin appreciated the avant-
garde at all; their taste was completely bourgeois. Al-
though Trotsky was more receptive than the rest to new
art, he still believed the party and the state had a right-
a duty—to suppress all art that was ”counter-revolution-
ary,” that did not serve the interests of the “revolution.”
Mao’s aesthetic conservatism was so extreme that an
authoritarian “moderate” like Teng Shaio-Ping appears
to be a surrealist in comparison. Perhaps the most telling
story concerning the avant-garde and Marxist-Leninism is
that of Mayakovsky, the great Futurist poet who cham-
pioned the Bolshevik revolution and linked it with avant-
garde art. Progressively disillusioned by the Bolsheviks,
cut off from a sympathetic audience, he took his own
life in despair. Another interesting but much later epi-
sode was the jailing of the Cuban poet Padilla in 1971.
After international protests, Castro was forced to release
Padilla, whose two major crimes were homosexuality
and avant-garde tendencies (“bourgeois individualism,”
as they call it). In a shocking article the editors of lump
Cut, a leftist film journal, said that it was wrong to jail
Padilla for homosexuality, but they agreed with Castro
that the "revolution" had a right to tell artists and intel-
lectuals what to do; the editors sanctioned the repres-
sion of Padilla for being an individualist and an avant-
gardist.“ I thoughtthat this kind of thinking had died out
long ago but I am wrong; the article was signed by ten
editors. Clearly the idea of artistic freedom is still radical
and needs to be defended. '

stoy, as is well known, condemned almost everything
ever produced by artists, including his own novels, be-
cause such art was decadent, unethical, irreligious."
Godwin; Bakunin and Stirner, I am happy to say, were
aesthetic libertarians, but the factthat three of the major
anarchist theorists were not deserves serious analvsis.

In Ursula LeGuin’s utopian novel, The Dl$pO$SE$S8d
(1974), her protagonist, Shevek, is an innovative scientist
whose uncompromising originality disturbs the egalitar-
ian ethos of the anarchosyndicalist? society. Her novel
suggests that any society, even one organized anarchis-
tically, with the ideals of mutual aid and solidarity, .will
view with suspicion any expressions of avant-ga_rde indi-
vidualism." The avant-garde seems to be anti-social
even when it is not. The problem, as the novel demon-
strates so well, is this: libertarianism cannot exist for long
without individualism. When Shevek’s society perse-
cutes him for his scientific theories, it discloses its
authoritarian features; although the -society exists with-
out an institutional state, the authoritarianism exists
nevertheless inside the people. The aesthetic conserva-
tism of Tolstoy, Proudhon, and Kropotkin suggests the
possibility of a regime of authoritarianism implemented
not bya state or a capitalist ruling class, but by an egali-
tarian society.‘Does society, as distinguished from a gov-
ernment, have the right to regulate artistic production?
An anarchist must answer with an unequivocal “No” be-
cause without unrestricted artistic freedom a libertarian
society will not for long remain libertarian.

The dichotomy which Kropotkin, Proudhon, and
Tolstoy make between avant-garde and engage art is an
unfortunate one. There have not been many anarchist
engage works as such," but the few that have existed
were avant-garde by virtue of their content. Unless art is
unacceptable to the cultural establishment for either its
form or content or both, it can be of little interest -to
anarchists anyway, so that Kropotkin's dichotomy is in
fact a spurious one. There are kinds of avant-garde art,
some of which might be called engage. The problem with
most engage art, the kind usually produced by Marxists,
is that it does not tell us anything we did not already
know. A'vant-garde art, on the other hand, is-an aesthetic
adventure, trying to discover new realms of experience,
making new departures. 9'

Although_the utopian vision of unalienated art is-an
indispensable -feature of anarchism, it should not be
used as -a c~_lub with which to strike down the avant-garde.
I am not saying that everything whic-h -calls itself avant-
garde is -therefore good, but unless art breaks new
ground in content or technique then it is no different
from bourgeois art or totalitarian art.
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